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SIGNATURE MOMENTS TO CHARACTERIZE LAWS OF STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
ILYA CHEVYREV AND HARALD OBERHAUSER
Abstract. The normalized sequence of moments characterizes the law of any finite-dimensional random variable. We
prove an analogous result for path-valued random variables, that is stochastic processes, by using the normalized sequence
of signature moments. We use this to define a metric for laws of stochastic processes. This metric can be efficiently
estimated from finite samples, even if the stochastic processes themselves evolve in high-dimensional state spaces. As an
application, we provide a non-parametric two-sample hypothesis test for laws of stochastic processes.
1. Introduction
Moments of vector-valued data. Let X be an Rd-valued random variable and denote with µX = P ◦ X−1 the law
of X. There are several ways to characterise µX among all finite measures on Rd:
(i) the sequence of moments (
E
[
X⊗m
])
m≥0 ∈ T(R
d) :=
∏
m≥0
(
Rd
)⊗m
,
(ii) the Fourier transform (complex moments)
Rd 3 u 7→ E[ei〈u,X〉] ∈ C ,
(iii) the sequence of normalised moments(
E
[
λ(X)mX⊗m
])
m≥0 ∈ T(R
d) ,
where λ : Rd → (0,∞) is a suitable normalising function.
Approach (i) requires that the sequence (E[X⊗m])m≥0 does not grow too fast. Approaches (ii) and (iii) characterize
µX without any assumptions on the random variable X. While (iii) is a less well-known generalization of (i), it
follows from a simple argument (we give full details in Section 4).
The above elementary facts about laws of random variables in finite-dimensional spaces are at the core of
many results in statistics and machine learning. In this article we study the infinite-dimensional case of laws of
path-valued random variables — that is, when X = (Xt) is a stochastic process — by replacing monomials of a
vector by iterated integrals of paths; this collection of integrals is knowns as the path signature in stochastic analysis.
We then use this to define a metric for measures on pathspace, study the topology it generates, and give applications
to hypothesis testing.
Path-valued data. For many real-world data sets one sample/observation X(ω) = x = (xt)t∈[0,1] ∈ C([0, 1],Rd) is a
path (e.g. patient data, speech signals, finance). A few important points specific to path-valued data are
time parameterization (in)invariance: for many real-world signals, it is beneficial to ignore parameterization of
time; e.g. in speech, different speakers pronounce the same words at different speeds.
discrete observations: usually only discrete time observations (x(ti))i=1,...,n are provided (due to finite storage,
sampling cost, etc). However, treating this as a learning problem of vector-valued data is problematic since
the number n and position of time points might change from sample to sample. Additionally, n can get
very large for high-frequency data.
unbounded variation paths: unbounded variation paths arise by Donsker-type theorems in the high-frequency
limit and functions of such paths have to be treated with care. For example, important functions such as
quadratic variation, or the solution of nonlinear filtering or a stochastic differential equation, do not depend
continuously on the underlying path.
Our approach relies on a feature map from stochastic analysis called the “signature” of a path which addresses
all three issues: it is parameterization invariant (with the option to capture parameterization variance); it is robust
to irregular sampling a path at irregular times; it appears naturally when describing the behaviour of functions of
non-smooth paths.
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Moments of path-valued data. The starting point of our investigation is a classical theme from stochastic analysis:
if x = (xt)t∈[0,1] ∈ C([0, 1],Rd) is a path, then
(1)
∫
dx⊗m :=
∫
0<t1<···<tm<1
dx(t1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ dx(tm)
behaves in a precise algebraic sense analogous to a monomial of degree m of an element in Rd. The so-called
signature map
x 7→
(∫
dx⊗m
)
m≥0
is injective up to tree-like equivalence.1 The iterated integrals above are defined through either classical Riemann-
Stieltjes integrals, or as stochastic or rough path integrals if x is not smooth. Since these iterated integrals behave
like monomials, one can hope to extend classical results characterizing laws from the finite dimensional case to
pathspace.
Example 1.1. If X ∼ N(0, Id), the standard multivariate normal in Rd, then(
E
[
X⊗m
])
m≥0 = exp
(1
2
Id
)
and the classical Carleman’s condition implies that this sequence uniquely determines the law of X. Brownian
motion in Rd is arguably the natural, infinite-dimensional analogue to a multivariate normal; indeed a direct
calculation gives the analogous formula
(2)
(
E
[ ∫
dX⊗m
])
m≥0 = exp
(1
2
d∑
i=1
ei ⊗ ei
)
,
where X denotes a standard Brownian motion and the stochastic integrals are taken in the Stratonovich sense.
While in the finite dimensional case it is well-understood how moments describe the law of a random variable —
see Points (i), (ii), (iii) above — this question is more subtle in the infinite-dimensional case of path-valued random
variables,variables, one of the difficulties being that the pathspace C([0, 1],Rd) is not locally compact.
(I) Inspired by (i), Fawcett [19] showed that(
E
[ ∫
dX⊗m
])
m≥0 ∈ T(R
d)
characterizes the law of the stochastic process X = (Xt) up to tree-like equivalence, provided this law has
compact support. However, the assumption of compact support is usually much too strong; for example, it
certainly does not apply to Brownian motion in Example 1.1.
(II) Inspired by (ii), a (non-commutative) extension of the Fourier transform to pathspace was developed in [15].
This Fourier transform characterises laws of any stochastic process X = (Xt) up to tree-like equivalence.2
However, it is quite abstract and has so far been elusive to concrete computations.
(III) Inspired by (iii), we show that for suitable normalizations λ, the sequence(
E
[
λ(X)m
∫
dX⊗m
])
m≥0
characterizes the law of X = (Xt) up to tree-like equivalence. The only assumption on X is that the
iterated integrals are well-defined. Unlike (II), this leads to efficient algorithms that can be combined with
well-developed tools from machine learning such as maximum mean distances and kernelization.
The proof of (III) relies on combining the (dual) notion of a universal and characteristic feature map with ideas
from stochastic analysis. A simple variation (adding time as a component), allows to characterize the law of X,
i.e. also distinguish tree-like equivalent processes (such as processes that differ only by a time change). Below we
sketch the main ideas and applications.
1Tree-like equivalence is a very useful equivalence relation on pathspace; e.g. it identifies paths up to a time-change. From an analytic point
of view, tree-like equivalence is the analogous notion of Lebesgue almost sure equivalence of sets in Rd on pathspace.
2In general, it gives a much more complete picture than (I); for example, it implies that (2) characterizes the law of Brownian motion. This
applies to many other processes under suitable growth assumptions.
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Universal and characteristic features. Much of statistical learning theory relies on finding a feature map that
embeds the data — in our case, samples from a stochastic process — into a linear space. Two requirements for a
“good” feature map are
universality: non-linear functions of the data are approximated by linear functionals in feature space,
characteristicness: the expected value of the feature map characterizes the law of the random variable.
A useful observation is that these two properties are in duality and therefore often equivalent [46].3
Our feature map will be of the form
Φ : x 7→
(
λ(x)m
∫
dx⊗m
)
m≥0
taking an unparameterized path x = (xt) to an element in the linear space T(Rd). To show “characteristicness” of Φ,
it is, by the above duality, sufficient to show “universality”. For the latter, we use a convenient generalization of the
Stone–Weierstrass theorem together with the recently established injectivity of the map x 7→
(∫
dx⊗m
)
m≥0 in [4].
Maximum mean distances. A natural distance between probability measures is the “maximum mean distance”
d (µ, ν) = sup
f
∣∣∣EX∼µ[ f (X)] − EY∼ν[ f (Y)]∣∣∣ .(3)
where the sup is taken over a sufficiently large set of real-valued functions. To approximate (3) from finite samples
of the laws µ resp. ν of stochastic processes X resp. Y , naive approaches are troublesome because of the supremum
over a large space of functions. To address this, we follow [2, 26, 47, 33] and kernelize the signature feature map Φ.
That is, we define the signature kernel
k(x, y) := 〈Φ(x),Φ(y)〉
and take the sup in (3) over functions in the unit ball of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (henceforth RKHS) of
k. This gives the identity
(4) dk(µ, ν) = E[k(X, X′)] − 2E[k(X,Y)] + E[k(Y,Y ′)] ,
where X′ and Y ′ denote independent copies of X ∼ µ and Y ∼ ν. Efficient recursive algorithms for the signature k
have been developed [33] and this allows to evaluate dk(µ, ν) from finite samples, even if the paths X,Y evolve in
high-dimensional spaces (large d) or general topological spaces.
Topologies induced by maximum mean distances are typically hard to relate to standard topologies, see [42].
However, we show that dk induces a topology strictly weaker than classical weak convergence (also called narrow
convergence/convergence in law). This also answers a question about learning on non-compact spaces that was
recently raised in [46].4
Application: hypothesis testing for laws of stochastic processes. We apply our theoretical results in the context
of two-sample hypothesis testing [26, 27] for stochastic processes. A two-sample test for stochastic processes
X = (Xt)t∈[0,1], Y = (Yt)t∈[0,1], tests the null-hypothesis
H0 : PX = PY against the alternative H1 : PX , PY ,
where PX := P ◦ X−1 and PY := P ◦ Y−1 are the laws of X and Y . We have implemented our method and present
two elementary but natural examples from stochastic processes for which approaches that identify path samples as
large vectors become very inefficient.
Summary, outline, and notation. Our main theoretical results are
(a) a characteristic and universal feature map, x 7→ Φ(x), for paths,
(b) a characteristic and universal kernel k(x, y) = 〈Φ(x),Φ(y)〉 for paths,
(c) a metric for laws of unparameterized stochastic processes,
together with efficient algorithms that allow to use these results, even if the paths evolve in high-dimensional or
non-linear spaces. In fact, we provide two feature maps: one that is invariant to time-parameterization and one
that is not. As an application, we give a new, non-parametric two-sample hypothesis test for laws of stochastic
processes.
We collect some commonly used notation in the following table.
3The subtlety is that probability measures form a convex space but not a linear space, so one has to work with general distributions rather
than probability measures for characteristicness.
4Our construction provides a negative answer to the question raised in [46] asking whether every bounded, continuous kernel over a Polish
(non-locally compact) space which is characteristic to probability measures metrizes weak convergence. For sake of clarity, we also provide a
direct counterexample in Proposition 7.6 and Appendix F, which is independent of our construction on pathspace.
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Symbol Meaning Page
Spaces
X topological space
E topological vector space (TVS) over R
E∗ algebraic dual of E, i.e., space of linear functionals E → R
E′ topological dual of E
H Hilbert space over R
V Banach space over R
Paths and sequences
C1 subset of C([0, 1],V) of bounded variation paths 8
P1 tree-like equivalence classes of bounded variation paths in V 23
x ∼t y tree-like equivalence relation between x, y ∈ C([0, 1],V) 8
pi partition of [0, 1], i.e. a collection of points 0 ≤ t1 < · · · < tl ≤ 1
xpi the sequence xpi := (x(ti))i=1,...,l given by sampling x = (x(t))t∈[0,1] along pi
Signatures and normalization∫
dx⊗m shorthand for
∫
0≤t1≤···≤tm≤1 dx(t1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ dx(tm) 8
S signature map, S(x) =
(∫
dx⊗m
)
m≥0 8
T(V) tensor algebra over V 6
T1(V) subset of T(V) with zero-th component equal 1 6
Λ a tensor normalization 7
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the equivalence between universality and characteris-
ticness of a feature map Φ : X → E, as well as the strict topology that becomes useful when X is non-compact.
Section 3 focuses on the tensor algebra, E := T(V), as the natural feature space for monomials and introduces
a tensor normalization Λ : T1(V) → T1(V). Section 4 applies the results from Sections 2 and Section 3 to give
an elementary proof of the characterization (iii) of laws of finite-dimensional random variables. Section 5 and
6 then uses the normalized signature map Φ = Λ ◦ S to extend this argument from finite-dimensional random
variables to path-valued random variables. Section 7 introduces a bounded, universal and characteristic kernel
k(x, y) = 〈Φ(x),Φ(y)〉 for paths x, y and discusses the associated MMD and the topology it induces on the space
of laws of stochastic processes. Section 8 contains as application a two-sample test between laws of stochastic
processes and numerical experiments on two elementary examples: testing whether a signal or pure noise is
observed, and testing whether a simple random walk is observed.
Remark 1.2. Throughout the main text we focus on readability over generality and postpone many proofs and
generalizations to the appendix. For example, our results about characteristicness of the normalized signature
Φ extend from the domain of bounded variation paths C1 (resp. tree-like equivalent bounded variation paths P1)
to geometric as well as branched p-rough paths for any p ≥ 1 that evolve in general Banach spaces V. Leaving
applications in statistics aside, these are non-trivial results in stochastic analysis and we give the statements in full
generality with complete proofs in the appendix.
2. Learning in non-locally compact spaces
Two classical problems of learning in a topological space X are to
(1) make inference about a function f ∈ F ⊂ RX,
(2) make inference about a probability measure µ on X.
The standard approach in statistical learning [18] is to map X into a (typically infinite or high dimensional) linear
space E and address the learning problem there by using linear methods.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a topological space and F ⊂ RX a TVS. We call X the input space and F the hypothesis
space. For a TVS E, we call any map
Φ : X → E
a feature map for which E is the feature space.
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2.1. Universal and characteristic features. To address Point (1), we require that E′ is large enough to approxi-
mate the elements of the function class F ⊂ RX, i.e. for every f ∈ F , there exists ` ∈ E′ such that
f (·) ≈ 〈`,Φ(·)〉
as real-valued functions on X. To address Point (2), we require that the feature map is non-linear enough to
distinguish measures µ on X, i.e. the map
µ 7→ µ(Φ) :=
∫
X
Φ(x)µ(dx) ∈ E
is injective. Since E can be infinite dimensional, it is more convenient to write this map as
µ 7→
(
` 7→
∫
X
〈`,Φ(x)〉µ(dx)
)
∈ (E′)∗ .
More generally, we can replace the integral by any distribution D ∈ F ′, i.e. require that
D 7→ (` 7→ D(x 7→ 〈`,Φ(x)〉)
is injective. The definition of universality and characteristicness of Φ makes this precise.
Definition 2.2. Fix an input space X and hypothesis space F ⊂ RX. Consider a feature map
Φ : X → E .
Suppose that 〈`,Φ(·)〉 ∈ F for all ` ∈ E′. We say that Φ is
(a) universal to F if the map
(5) ı : E′ → RX, ` 7→ 〈`,Φ(·)〉
has a dense image in F .
(b) characteristic to a subset P ⊂ F ′ if the map
κ : P → (E′)∗, D 7→ [` 7→ D(〈`,Φ(·)〉)]
is injective.
Universality directly addresses Point (1); characteristicness addresses Point (2) in a much more general sense
since the dual F ′ is typically much larger than the set of probability measures on X. This generalization allows to
work on the linear space F ′ instead of the convex subset of probability measures. A consequence is the following
duality between universality and characteristicness.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that F is a locally convex TVS. A feature map Φ is universal to F iff Φ is characteristic to
F ′.
Proof. First assume Φ is universal to F . Since the image of ı is dense in F , every element D ∈ F ′ is determined
by its values on the set (〈`,Φ(·)〉)`∈E′ ⊂ F , hence Φ is characteristic to F ′. Now assume Φ is not universal. By
the Hahn–Banach Theorem, there exists ` ∈ F ′ such that ` , 0 but `|ı(E)= 0. In particular, κ(`) = 0, hence κ is not
injective. 
Theorem 2.3 is a reformulation of a corresponding result for kernels from [46]. Although it follows from an
elementary application of Hahn–Banach, we will see that it is useful since universality is often much easier to show
than characteristicness.
Example 2.4. Let X ⊂ Rd compact and E := ∏m≥0 (Rd)⊗m equipped with the product topology. Consider the
feature map
Φ : X → E , Φ(x) :=
( x⊗m
m!
)
m≥0.
The image ı(E′) is the space of polynomials on X. By Stone–Weierstrass, it follows that Φ is universal to
F := C(X,R) equipped with the uniform topology. By Theorem 2.3, Φ is characteristic to F ′, which is the set of
regular Borel measures on X, i.e., the map
µ 7→
( ∫
X
x⊗m
m!
µ(dx)
)
m≥0
is injective, which agrees with the well-known fact that a regular Borel measure on compacts is completely
determined by its moments.
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2.2. The strict topology. To extend Example 2.4 from compact to non-compact X, we need to
(a) find a map Φ : X → E that behaves like monomials,
(b) find a TVS F ⊂ RX such that F ′ includes the probability measures on X,
(c) have a Stone–Weierstrass-type result for (a subset of) {x 7→ 〈`,Φ(x)〉, ` ∈ E′}.
Point (a) must take into account the concrete choice of X; for the case when X is a pathspace, we discuss in detail in
Section 5 how the (normalized) signature has these properties. Here, we address points (b) and (c) in full generality.
Note that for non-locally compact spaces X it is often easy to find F such that exactly one of (b) and (c) holds,
but not both; typically the dual is either too small, or Stone–Weierstrass-type results are not known or involve
conditions that are hard to verify. Below we recall a result of Giles [25] which determines a convenient choice of F
with the above properties.
Definition 2.5. Let X be a topological space. We say that a function ψ : X → R vanishes at infinity if for all  > 0
there exists a compact set K ⊂ X such that supx∈X\K |ψ(x)| < . Denote with B0(X,R) the set of functions that
vanish at infinity. The strict topology5 on Cb(X,R) is the topology generated by the seminorms
pψ( f ) = sup
x∈X
| f (x)ψ(x)| , ψ ∈ B0(X,R) .
Theorem 2.6 (Giles [25]). Let X be a metrizable topological space.
(1) The strict topology on Cb(X,R) is weaker than the uniform topology and stronger than the topology of
uniform convergence on compact sets.
(2) If F0 is a subalgebra of Cb(X,R) such that
(a) ∀x, y ∈ X there exists f ∈ F0 such that f (x) , f (y),
(b) ∀x ∈ X there exists a f ∈ F0 such that f (x) , 0,
then F0 is dense in Cb(X,R) under the strict topology.
(3) The topological dual of Cb(X,R) equipped with the strict topology is the space of finite regular Borel
measures on X.
Proof. Point (1) follows from the definition. Point (2) is [25, Thm. 3.1]; in fact, the result holds more generally for
any topological space and one only needs that point-separating and non-vanishing functions are in the closure of F0.
Point (3) is [25, Thm. 4.6] (which applies more generally to k-spaces). 
Remark 2.7.
• Another option is to equip F = Cb(X,R) with the topology of uniform convergence, so that the topological
dual F ′ = rba(X) is the space of regular bounded finitely additive measures on X. A variant of Stone–
Weierstrass holds but it comes with assumptions that are often hard to verify since they involve ‘’topological
zero sets”, see [48, Prob. 44A].
• Yet another option is to use a (e.g. Stone–Cˇech) compactification βX of X. Then F ′ can be identified with
the space of regular Borel measures on βX. Unfortunately, this leads in general to very abstract objects.
3. Tensor algebras and normalization
We discuss in this section the feature space in which our feature map will take values. If V is a vector space,
then
∏
m≥0 V⊗m is a linear space by extending tensor addition by linearity
s + t :=
(
s0 + t0, s1 + t1, . . .
)
for s = (sm)m≥0, t = (tm)m≥0 ∈
∏
m≥0
V⊗m.
Definition 3.1. Let V be a Banach space.6 We denote by T(V) the Banach space
T(V) :=
{
t ∈
∏
m≥0
V⊗m : ‖t‖ :=
√∑
m≥0
‖tm‖2V⊗m < ∞
}
.
Define further the subset
T1(V) := {t ∈ T(V) : t0 = 1} .
The scaling of an element v ∈ V by λ ∈ R, v 7→ λv, extends naturally to a dilation map on ∏m≥0 V⊗m:
δλ : t 7→ (t0, λt1, λ2t2, . . .) .
5What we call strict topology above is sometimes referred to as the generalized strict topology (the term “strict topology” was previously
used for the above construction on locally compact spaces; see [8]).
6We implicitly assume that the tensor products V⊗m for all m ≥ 2 are Banach spaces formed by the completion with respect to some
admissible system of tensor norms (see [36, Sec. 3.1]).
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Definition 3.2. A tensor normalization is a continuous injective map of the form
Λ : T1(V)→ {t ∈ T1(V) : ‖t‖ ≤ K} ,
t 7→ δλ(t)t ,
where K > 0 is a constant and λ : T1(V)→ (0,∞) is a function.
The existence of tensor normalizations is not entirely trivial. We give a general method to construct such maps
and determine their regularity properties in Appendix A; see Proposition A.2 and Corollary A.3.
In the case that V = H is a Hilbert space, there exists a canonical inner product (which induces an admissible
system of norms) on H⊗m given on elementary tensors by
〈x1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ xm, y1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ym〉H⊗m =
m∏
j=1
〈x j, y j〉H ,
and extended by linearity. Consequently, T(H) becomes a Hilbert space with inner product 〈s, t〉T(H) = ∑m≥0〈sm, tm〉H⊗m .
4. Moments of Rd-valued data: revisited and normalized
To motivate our construction of feature maps on pathspace, we show how composition of the monomial feature
map from Example 2.4 with a tensor normalization Λ gives rise to a characteristic and universal feature map on
the whole of Rd. Note that this result is also a consequence of the classical Stone–Weierstrass and Riesz–Markov–
Kakutani theorems, however these arguments usually rely on local compactness of Rd while our argument does not.
This seems like a mere technical point at this stage, but this point plays an essential part in developing the same
reasoning on pathspace (where one can not resort to local compactness arguments).
4.1. Polynomial features for Rd. Consider the moment map
(6) ϕ : Rd → T1(Rd); , x 7→
( x⊗m
m!
)∞
m=0
.
Proposition 4.1. Let Λ : T1(Rd)→ T1(Rd) be a tensor normalization. Then the map
Φ : Rd → T1(Rd) , Φ = Λ ◦ ϕ
(1) is a continuous injection from Rd into a bounded subset of T1(Rd),
(2) is universal to F = Cb(Rd,R) equipped with the strict topology,
(3) is characteristic to F ′, the set of finite, signed Borel measures on Rd.
Proof. (1) follows from follows the definition of a tensor normalization and the fact that ϕ : Rd → T1(Rd) is a
continuous injection. To show (2), we claim that the family of functions
{x 7→ 〈`,Φ(x)〉, ` ∈ (Rm)′ , m ≥ 0} ⊂ Cb(Rd,R)(7)
satisfies the conditions of item (2) of Theorem 2.6. Indeed, for m, n ≥ 0 and ` ∈
(
Rd
)⊗m
, ˜` ∈
(
Rd
)⊗n
we have
〈`,Φ(x)〉〈 ˜`,Φ(x)〉 = λ(ϕ(x))m+n〈`, x
⊗m
m!
〉〈 ˜`, x
⊗n
n!
〉 =
(
m + n
m
)
〈` ⊗ ˜`,Φ(x)〉
which shows that (7) is a subalgebra of Cb(Rd,R). The family (7) separates points since Φ is injective. Finally, note
that Φ(x) , 0 for all x ∈ Rd. It follows by item (2) of Theorem 2.6 that Φ is universal to Cb(Rd,R) equipped with
the strict topology which shows (2). Point (3) now follows by item (3) of Theorem 2.6. 
4.2. Kernelization. For applications, we are usually only interested in moments up to a finite degree M ≥ 1
(e.g. due to computational restrictions or to avoid overfitting in learning algorithms). Therefore we define
ϕM(x) =
(
1, x,
x⊗2
2!
, . . . ,
x⊗M
M!
, 0, 0, 0, . . .
)
∈ T(Rd)
and analogously define the normalized monomials ΦM = Λ ◦ ϕM : Rd → T1(Rd). The number of monomials in
d-variables of degree M equals
(
d+M
d
)
, hence the number of coordinates in ϕM grows rapidly. An important insight
from statistical learning is that many learning algorithms only rely on inner products 〈Φ(x),Φ(y)〉, and that such
inner products can be much more efficient to evaluate than Φ itself (“the kernel trick”). For d-dimensional variables,
such kernel tricks are classical, but as a precursor to our feature kernelization on path space, we spell out the details.
We refer to [18, 44] for more background on kernel learning.
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Proposition 4.2. Let ψ : [1,∞) → [1,∞) and Λ : T1(Rd) → T1(Rd) be as in Proposition A.2 (not necessarily a
tensor normalization). Then for any M ≥ 1, the inner product
kM : Rd × Rd → R, (x, y) 7→ 〈ΦM(x),ΦM(y)〉
can be evaluated in O(d + M + q) computational steps, where q is the combined cost of a single evaluation of ψ and
of finding the unique non-negative root of a polynomial P(λ) =
∑M
m=0 amλ
2m with a0 ≤ 0 ≤ a1, . . . , aM .
Proof. For x, y ∈ Rd, observe that the sequence (〈x, y〉2m)Mm=0 can be evaluated in O(d + M) operations: O(d) to
evaluate 〈x, y〉, and a further O(M) to evaluate the powers 〈x, y〉2m. In particular, the kernel
κM(x, y) : = 〈ϕM(x), ϕM(y)〉 ,
and the sequence
(‖x⊗m‖2)Mm=0 = (〈x, x〉2m)Mm=0 can be evaluated in O(d + M).
Observe that λ(ϕM(x)) ≥ 0 is the unique non-negative root of the polynomial
P(λ) := ‖δλϕM(x)‖2 − ψ(‖ϕM(x)‖) =
( M∑
m=0
λ2m‖x⊗m‖2/m!
)
− ψ(‖ϕM(x)‖) ,
which can be found in O(q) by assumption once the sequence
(‖x⊗m‖2‖)Mm=0 is given. The conclusion since
kM(x, y) = κM(λ(ϕM(x))x, λ(ϕM(y))y). 
Remark 4.3. Compared to O(dM) which is the complexity of evaluating ΦM(x) and then computing the inner
product, the above method gives an exponential reduction in cost and allows for learning in high dimensions. In
fact, the above is different from the usual Veronese embedding (x, y) 7→ (1 + 〈x, y〉Rd )M , and is better suited for the
generalization to monomials on path space, see [33].
Remark 4.4. The cost to evaluate ψ and find the non-negative root of P(λ) is typically negligible. See Remark 8.1
for implementations in our experiments.
Remark 4.5 (Moments of data in non-linear spaces). The above immediately extends from data in Rd to general
topological spaces X by replacing 〈·, ·〉Rd with a kernel κ : X × X → R. This turns κ into a kernel kM on X that has
the (normalized moments) of the feature map κx := κ(x, ·) : X → R as features.
5. Features for path-valued data: the bounded variation case
Throughout this section, let V be a Banach space. We combine normalization with the so-called signature map
to construct a universal feature map
Φ : C1 → T1(V) ,
where C1 denotes the subset of C([0, 1],V) of bounded variation paths. In fact, we first construct another feature
map
Φ : P1 → T1(V) ,
where P1 := C1upslope∼t is the quotient space under so-called “tree-like equivalence” x ∼t y. This is often a natural
equivalence relation on pathspace [30], since it factors out natural transformations of paths, e.g. if x is a time-change
of y then x ∼t y.
5.1. Signatures: monomials of paths. An insight that played a prominent role in stochastic analysis is that the
map
(8) S : C1 → T1(V) , x 7→
(
1,
∫
dx,
∫
dx⊗2,
∫
dx⊗3, . . .
)
is the natural generalization of the monomial feature map (6) to pathspace. We consider first paths of bounded
variation with starting point zero
C1 := {x ∈ C([0, 1],V) : ‖x‖1 –var < ∞ , x(0) = 0} , ‖x‖1 –var := sup
n≥1
0≤t1≤···≤tn≤1
n−1∑
i=1
‖x(ti+1) − x(ti)‖ ,(9)
since this allows us to use Riemann–Stieltjes integrals to define∫
dx⊗m :=
∫
0≤t1≤···≤tm≤1
dx(t1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ dx(tm) ∈ V⊗m .(10)
The general unbounded variation/rough path case is covered in Section 6.
Example 5.1. If V = Rd,
∫
dx⊗m =
(∫
0≤t1≤···≤tm≤1 dx
i1 (t1) · · · dxim (tm)
)
i1,...,im∈{1,...,d}
where xi(t) denotes the i-th
coordinate of x(t).
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Example 5.2. Let V = Rd. Consider the linear path x(t) = t.v for a fixed vector v ∈ Rd. A simple calculation
shows S(x) = ( v
⊗m
m! ). This shows that S is a generalization of the monomial feature map on R
d.
An algebraic reason why (10) can be seen as sequence of monomials on path space C1, is that their linear span is
closed under multiplication. The so-called shuffle product makes this precise: considering for simplicity V = Rd,
we have for i = (i1, . . . , im) ∈ {1, . . . , d}m, j = ( j1, . . . , jn) ∈ {1, . . . , d}n∫
dx⊗mi
∫
dx⊗nj =
∑
k
∫
dx⊗(m+n)k ,(11)
where the sum is taken over all k = (k1, . . . , km+n) that are shuffles7 of i and j, see [37, Thm. 2.15]. The signature
map is furthermore injective up to tree-like equivalence.
Theorem 5.3 ([4]). The map S : C1 → T1(V) is injective up to tree-like equivalence: for x, y ∈ C1, S(x) = S(y) if
and only if x ∼t y where ∼t denotes tree-like equivalence.
We recall the definition of tree-like equivalence in appendix B.
Example 5.4. An important case of tree-like equivalence is when y is a reparameterization of x i.e. there exists an
continuous increasing bijection τ : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] such that y = x ◦ τ.
5.2. Features for unparameterized paths. The identification of tree-like equivalent paths can be an extremely
powerful dimensionality reduction for many learning tasks as seen by the success of dynamic time warping and
Fréchet distances. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 5.5. We define the space of unparameterised bounded variation paths P1 as the set of equivalence
classes C1/ ∼t equipped with the quotient topology.
In complete analogy to our toy example of the monomial feature map for Rd in Proposition 4.1, we normalize
the “ordered moments map” S to get a universal and characteristic feature map.
Theorem 5.6. Let Λ : T1(V)→ T1(V) be a tensor normalization. The normalized signature
Φ : P1 → T1(V), Φ = Λ ◦ S
(1) is a continuous injection from P1 into a bounded subset of T1(V),
(2) is universal to F := Cb(P1,R) equipped with the strict topology,
(3) is characteristic to the space of finite regular Borel measures on P1.
Proof. (1) follows from the definition of tensor normalization and the fact that S : P1 → T1(V) is continuous [36,
Thm. 3.1.3] and injective by Theorem 5.3. For (2), define L :=
⊕
m≥0(V
⊗m)′, which we identify with a dense
subspace of T(V)′ via `(t) =
∑
m≥0〈`m, tm〉. Define further F0 := {` ◦Φ : ` ∈ L} ⊂ F . By point (1), F0 separates the
points P1. Furthermore, S takes values in the group-like elements of T(V) [10, Cor. 3.9] which implies F0 is closed
under multiplication (in the case V = Rd, this is equivalent to the shuffle product (11)). It follows that F0 satisfies
the assumptions of item (2) of Theorem 2.6. Hence F0 is dense in F under the strict topology, which proves (2).
Point (3) in turn follows from Theorem 2.3 and item (3) of Theorem 2.6. 
5.3. Features for parameterized paths. We now derive a feature map Φ from Φ, that also distinguishes between
tree-like equivalent paths. This is useful for situations where time-parameterization matters (e.g. financial data). Φ
is constructed by simply adding time as a coordinate to the path before computing Φ. Denote with V := V ⊕ R the
direct sum of the Banach spaces V and R and map
C1(V) 3 x 7→ x ∈ C1(V) where x(t) := (x(t), t) .
Corollary 5.7. Let Λ : T1(V)→ T1(V) be a tensor normalization. The normalized signature
Φ : C1 → T1(V) , x 7→ Λ ◦ S(x)
(1) is a continuous injection from C1 into a bounded subset of T1(V),
(2) is universal to Cb(C1,R) equipped with the strict topology,
(3) is characteristic to the space of finite regular Borel measures on C1.
Proof. The map x 7→ x is continuous and for x, y ∈ C1, it holds by strict monotonicity of the second component
that x ∼t y if and only if x = y. The claim then follows from Theorem 5.6. 
7A shuffle k = (k1, . . . , km+n) of i and j is a permutations of (i1, . . . , im, j1, . . . , jn) subject to the condition that the order of elements in i and
j is preserved.
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5.4. Characterizing laws of stochastic processes. For applications in statistics, it is sufficient to consider Borel
probability measures and the previous results reduce to the following corollary.
Corollary 5.8. Let (Ω,Σ) be a measurable space and X = (Xt)t∈[0,1] a stochastic process defined on (Ω,Σ). Let
P,Q two probability measures such that X(ω) ∈ C1 almost surely (under both P and Q). Then
EP[Φ(X)] = EQ[Φ(X)] iff P = Q.
Remark 5.9.
• Under additional integrability assumptions, a similar result holds for the unnormalized moments E[S(X)],
see [15, Prop. 6.1]. This is an analogue of the classical moment problem, the proof of which, due to the
unboundedness of the map S, relies on a non-commutative Fourier transform.
• The tensor normalization Λ = δλ(·)· can be seen as a rescaling of the path x, and the latter is equivalent
to scalar multiplication: for λ ∈ R and a path x ∈ C1, set xλ(t) = λ.x(t). Then S(xλ) = δλ S(x), so that
Φ(x) = δλ(S(x)) S(x) = S(xλ(S(x))). Thus, in contrast to a Fourier approach which deals with unboundedness
by spinning around unitary groups, our approach injects moments into a ball.
5.5. Lifting state space features to path space features. Any map ϕ : X → V naturally lifts a path x : [0, 1]→ X
to a path ϕ(x) = ϕ ◦ x : [0, 1]→ V that evolves in the linear space V . Thus it is natural to consider S ◦ϕ as feature
map for C([0, 1],X). This allows to learn from paths that evolve in a general topological space X that does not carry
a linear structure — at least not a canonical linear structure — provided that a feature map ϕ : X → V is given.
Example 5.10. Let X be the space of graphs. A possible feature map ϕ is to map a graph to its adjacency matrix.
Other choices are possible, such as those arising from kernels as described in Section 7.1.
Even for paths in a linear space X = Rd, this can have huge benefits in terms of efficiency.
Example 5.11. Consider a collection of points {v1, . . . , vn} ⊂ Rd. To learn non-linear relations from this data, one
could consider basic monomials (1, vi,
v⊗2i
2! ,
v⊗3i
3! , . . .), which is just S(xi) for the linear path xi(t) = vi · t. However,
there is no reason to prefer this as a basis for polynomials to Tchebyscheff, Legendre, Hermite polynomials,
etc., or more generally other non-linear functions such as wavelets or Fourier series. In fact, it may be much
more efficient to find a feature map ϕ : Rd → E into some high-dimensional space and consider the monomials
(1, ϕ(vi),
ϕ(vi)⊗2
2! ,
ϕ(vi)⊗3
3! , . . .). Depending on {v1, . . . , vn}, different choices of ϕ can lead to a much more efficient
learning.
Definition 5.12. Let ϕ : X → V be a feature map and Λ : T1(V) → T1(V) a tensor normalization. Denote with
C1(X) the subset of paths x in C([0, 1],X) such that ϕ(x) ∈ C1. We call the map
Φϕ : C1(X)→ T1(V), Φϕ := Λ ◦ S ◦ϕ
the normalized signature lift of the feature map ϕ.
Proposition 5.13. Let notation be as in Definition 5.12. Suppose ϕ : X → V is injective. Let x0 ∈ X and
C1x0 (X) = {x ∈ C1(X) : x(0) = x0} equipped with initial topology induced by ϕ : C1x0 (X)→ C1. Denote the quotient
topological space under tree-like equivalence P1x0 (X) = C1x0 (X)/ ∼t. Then Φϕ
(1) is a continuous injection from P1x0 (X) into a bounded subset of T1(V),
(2) is universal to Cb(P1x0 (X),R) equipped with the strict topology,
(3) is characteristic to the space of finite regular Borel measures on P1x0 (X).
The same statement holds when P1x0 (X) is replaced by C1x0 (X) and Φϕ is replaced by Λ ◦ S(ϕ(x)).
Proof. Injectivity of ϕ implies that for all x, y ∈ C1x0 (X), ϕ(x) ∼t ϕ(y) if and only if x ∼t y. All the desired claims
now follow from Theorem 5.6 and Corollary 5.7. 
Remark 5.14. If X = V and ϕ = id : X → V, we recover our usual feature map Φid = Φ for P1.
For sequence-valued data (the set of sequences in X is locally compact, in contrast to the set of paths in X),
this was introduced in [33] in the context of kernel learning and called “sequentialization”. Already for sequences
in X = Rd such an approach turned out be very powerful and nonlinear choices for ϕ : Rd → V generically beat
ϕ = id in the context of supervised sequence classification. We will see in Section 8 that the same holds for the
metric on laws of stochastic processes and hypothesis testing.
Remark 5.15. Example 5.11 motivated the use of a non-linear ϕ by arguing that a special case of learning from
paths is learning from vector-valued data and for the latter the use of non-linear feature maps is classic. On a more
formal level,
S(ϕ(x)) =
∫
dϕ(x)⊗m =
∫
D⊗mϕ (x)dx
⊗m
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if Dϕ denotes the Jacobian of ϕ. Thus the appearance of the Jacobian distorts the integrals and has the potential to
capture the properties of the observed data better.
6. Features for path-valued data: the rough path case
We enlarge the domain of the feature map Φ [resp. Φ] to paths of unbounded 1-variation. This allows to
include examples of stochastic processes such as semimartingales, Markov processes, and Gaussian processes. The
difficulty is that the iterated integrals
∫
dx⊗m can no longer be defined by Riemann–Stieltjes integration. Rough
paths theory provides a complete integration theory for a large class of processes (see Example C.3); for the special
case of (semi)martingales, the theory agrees with Itô integration. We present the main ideas in this section and give
a detailed account in Appendix C. We also present how the ideas from this section generalise to branched rough
paths in Appendix D.
Throughout this section, let V be a Banach space. Rough path theory provides a family of spaces (Cp)p≥1 called
geometric p-rough paths over V . These spaces satisfy the inclusions Cp ⊂ Cq for p ≤ q (in much the same way as
`p ⊂ `q for the family (`p)p≥1), and larger values of p allow for paths with “rougher” trajectories. For every p ≥ 1,
there exists a map
S : Cp → T1(V)
that has the same properties as the signature map from Section 5. In fact, for p = 1, C1 is just the space of
bounded 1-variation paths and we recover the setting of Section 5. Similar to before, we define the quotient
space Pp = Cp/ ∼t where ∼t denotes tree-like equivalence. The following result generalises Theorem 5.6 and
Corollary 5.7, and is proved in the same way using Theorem C.5.
Theorem 6.1. Let p ≥ 1 and Λ : T1(V)→ T1(V) a tensor normalization. The map
Φ : Pp → T1(V) , Φ = Λ ◦ S
(1) is a continuous injection from Pp into a bounded subset of T1(V),
(2) is universal to F := Cb(Pp,R) equipped with the strict topology,
(3) is characteristic to the space of finite regular Borel measures on Pp.
The same statement holds when Pp is replaced by Cp and Φ is replaced by Φ(x) := Λ ◦ S(x), see Appendix C.2.
Corollary 6.2. Let µ1, µ2 be finite Borel measures on C([0, 1],V). Suppose there exist p ≥ 1 and measurable maps
S 1, S 2 : C([0, 1],V)→ Cp such that for i = 1, 2, S i(x) is a rough path lift of x for µi-a.e. x ∈ C([0, 1],Rd). Then
µ1 = µ2 iff µ1
[
Φ(·)m] = µ2[Φ(·)m] ∀m ≥ 1 .
As discussed in Example C.3, µi can be chosen to be probability measures arising from a wide range of processes,
including many Gaussian and Markov processes, and all continuous semimartingales.
7. A computable metric for laws of stochastic processes
A natural distance for probability measures on a space X is to fix a class of functions G ⊂ RX and define the
“maximum mean distance” (MMD) as
d(µ, ν) = sup
f∈G
|EX∼µ[ f (X)] − EY∼ν[ f (Y)]|
IfG is sufficiently large, then d defines a metric between probability measures, see [42, 39]. However, the supremum
makes it hard to compute or estimate d(µ, ν). An insight from kernel learning is that if G is a unit ball of a RKHS
(H , k), then the reproducing property implies
d(µ, ν) = E[k(X, X′)] − 2E[k(X,Y)] + E[k(Y,Y ′)] .
The above can be simply estimated from finite samples of µ and ν provided k is cheap to evaluate.
In this section we discuss the case when X = Cp is the space of p-rough paths and µ and ν are the laws of
stochastic processes X = (Xt) and Y = (Yt). We use the feature map Φ to define a kernel on pathspace and discuss
properties of the MMD it induces.
7.1. Kernel learning. We briefly recall notation and terminology from kernel learning [18, 44, 2]. Throughout
this section, let X be a topological space. Let us fix a feature map X → RX, x 7→ kx. Under the condition
that k(x, y) := kx(y) is a symmetric positive definite kernel (which we assume henceforth), the completion of
H0 := {kx : x ∈ X} under the inner product 〈kx, ky〉 = k(x, y) is the RKHS associated with k. Let us further fix a
locally convex TVS F ⊂ RX containingH0 for which the inclusion mapH0 ↪→ F is continuous.
Definition 7.1 ([46]). We say that the kernel k is
• universal to F if the kernel embedding ι = id : H0 ↪→ F , f 7→ f , is dense,
• characteristic to F ′ if the kernel mean embedding µ : F ′ → H ′0, D 7→ D|H0 is injective.
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Proposition 7.2 ([46]). It holds that
• k is universal to F iff k is characteristic to F ′.
• the kernel embedding ι and the kernel mean embedding µ are transpose
ι? = µ and µ? = ι .
A common way to construct the feature map x 7→ kx is through another feature map Φ : X → E taking values in
an inner product space (E, 〈·, ·〉). Then one defines kx(y) := k(x, y) := 〈Φ(x),Φ(y)〉. As expected, universality and
characteristicness of Φ and k are equivalent.
Proposition 7.3. Consider a map Φ : X → E into an inner product space (E, 〈·, ·〉) such that k(x, y) = 〈Φ(x),Φ(y)〉.
Then
• Φ is universal to F iff k is universal to F ,
• is characteristic to F ′ iff k is characteristic to F ′.
Proof. See Proposition E.3. 
7.2. Maximum mean distances.
Definition 7.4. Let F be a TVS. For a subset G ⊂ F , we call
dG : F ′ × F ′ → [0,∞), dG(D1,D2) := sup
f∈G
|D1( f ) − D2( f )|
the maximum mean distance (MMD) over G.
The function dG is a pseudo-metric. It is furthermore a metric if and only if G is large enough to separate the
points of F ′. The most popular form in which the above metric appears is when F carries a (semi-)norm, G is a
unit ball in this (semi-)norm, and dG is restricted to probability measures.
Example 7.5. Let X = Rd and F = C(X,R). Then the supremum norm gives the total variation metric; the
Lipschitz norm gives the Wasserstein distance; the sum of Lipschitz and supremum norms gives the Dudley metric.
A well-known disadvantage of an MMD is that it metrizes a topology that is usually not comparable (i.e. neither
weaker nor stronger) to weak convergence; [42, 39]. Progress on this question was made more recently: [46,
Thm. 55] characterises kernels for which the associated MMD metrizes the topology of weak convergence8 on the
space of probability measures over a locally compact space X. The question of whether the same characterization
holds for any Polish space X was left open in [46]. The following results shows that this is not the case.
Proposition 7.6 (Local compactness necessary in Theorem 55 in [46]). There exits a Polish non-locally compact
space X, a closed subspace F ⊂ Cb(X,C) (equipped with the uniform topology), a Hilbert space E, and a map
Φ : X → E with the following properties:
(1) the positive definite kernel k(x, y) := 〈Φ(x),Φ(y)〉E is bounded and continuous, andH0 embeds continuously
and densely into F (so in particular, k is characteristic to F ′),
(2) F ′ contains the probability measures P on X,
(3) the metric
dk(D1,D2) := sup
f∈H ,‖ f ‖H≤1
|D1( f ) − D2( f )| ,
whereH is the completion ofH0, does not metrize the weak topology on P.
Proposition 7.6 is shown by an explicit construction of a counterexample; see item (4) of Theorem 7.7 for
another counterexample which arises naturally from the normalized signature map Φ.
Proof of Proposition 7.6. Let X be a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space with an orthonormal basis
x1, x2, . . .. Consider the countable set Q ⊂ QN of sequences of rational numbers q = (q1, q2, . . .) which eventually
vanish. Let w : Q→ (0, 1) be a function for which ∑q∈Q w(q)2 = 1. For every q ∈ Q, consider the function
fq : X → C, fq(x) := w(q) exp
(
i
〈∑
n≥1
qnxn, x
〉
X
)
and note that fq is a continuous bounded function on X for every q ∈ Q. Consider the span F0 = span{ fq | q ∈
Q} ⊂ Cb(X,C) and let F denote the closure in Cb(X,C) of F0 (under the uniform norm). Define the Hilbert space
E = `2(Q) as the space of square-summable functions f : Q→ C with the inner product 〈 f , g〉E := ∑q∈Q f (q)g(q),
and consider the map
Φ : X → E, Φ(x)(q) := fq(x) .
As shown in Appendix F, Φ fulfils points (1), (2), and (3). 
8also called the narrow topology
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7.3. The normalized signature kernel and its MMD. The feature map Φ is universal and characteristic for
unparameterized paths that evolve in a Banach space V . For paths that evolve in a Hilbert space (H, 〈·, ·〉), Φ takes
values in the Hilbert space T(H) (see Section 3). This immediately gives rise to a kernel on Pp that is also universal
and characteristic.
Theorem 7.7. Let p ≥ 1 and Λ : T1(H)→ T1(H) a tensor normalization. Define
k : Pp × Pp → R, (x, y) 7→ 〈Φ(x),Φ(y)〉
where Φ = Λ ◦ S is the normalized signature map. We call k the normalized signature kernel and denote with
dk(µ, ν) := sup
f∈T(H):‖ f ‖≤1
∣∣∣∣∣∫ f (x)µ(dx) − ∫ f (y)ν(dy)∣∣∣∣∣
the associated MMD. Then k is a bounded, continuous, positive definite kernel and
(1) k is universal to Cb(Pp,R) equipped with the strict topology,
(2) k is characteristic to finite, signed Borel measures on Pp,
(3) dk is a metric on the space of finite, signed Borel measures on Pp, and
dk(µ, ν) = E[k(X, X′)] − 2E[k(X,Y)] + E[k(Y,Y ′)]
(4) for probability measures on Pp, convergence in dk does not imply weak convergence. If H is finite
dimensional, then weak convergence implies convergence in dk.
The same statement holds when Pp is replaced by Cp and Φ in k(x, y) = 〈Φ(x),Φ(x)〉 is replaced by Φ(x) := Λ◦S(x).
Proof. Point (4) follows from Proposition C.8, and all remaining claims follow from combining Theorem 6.1 and
Proposition 7.3. 
7.4. Lifting state space kernels to path space kernels. In Section 5.5 we pointed out, that our construction
extends to paths x ∈ C([0, 1],X) that evolve in a topological space if a feature map ϕ : X → V for the state space X
is provided. Namely, Φϕ = Φ ◦ ϕ : P1(X)→ T(V) becomes a universal and characteristic feature map for paths
that evolve in X.
The same remark applies to the normalized signature kernel: suppose κ : X × X → R is a kernel on X
with RKHS H. Let ϕ : X → H, ϕ(x) := κ(x, ·) be the natural feature map. For x ∈ C([0, 1],X) denote by
x 7→ κx := (ϕx(t))t ∈ C([0, 1],H) the lift of x to a path evolving in H. Letting k denote the kernel in Theorem 7.7, it
holds that
(x, y) 7→ kκ(x, y) := k(κx, κy)
is a kernel for paths that evolve in general topological spaces X.
Proposition 7.8. Let (H, κ) be a RKHS on X and ϕ : X → H, ϕ(x) := κ(x, ·). Using the notation from Proposi-
tion 5.13, we call
kκ : P1(X) × P1(X)→ R, (x, y) 7→ k(κx, κy)
the normalized signature lift of the kernel κ : X×X → R. Then kκ is a bounded, continuous, positive definite kernel
and for any x0 ∈ X
(1) kκ is universal to Cb(P1x0 (X),R) equipped with the strict topology,
(2) kκ is characteristic to finite, signed Borel measures on P1x0 (X),
(3) dkκ is a metric on the space of finite, signed Borel measures on P1x0 (X).
The same statement holds when P1x0 (X) is replaced by C1x0 (X) and Φ (implicit in the definition of k) is replaced by
Φ(x) := Λ ◦ S(x).
Remark 7.9. If X is itself a Hilbert space, the choice κ(·, ·) = 〈·, ·〉 corresponds to ϕ = id and recovers the signature
kernel k from Theorem 7.7, k〈·,·〉 = k.
Following the discussion at the end of Section 5.5, our experiments in Section 8 show that even if the original
state space is X = Rd, the composition with a non-linear kernel κ that lifts paths evolving in Rd to paths evolving in
an infinite dimensional Hilbert space can be very useful.
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7.5. Computing the signature kernel. So far we have ignored the computation cost of evaluating the normalized
signature map Φ and the associated kernel k. Firstly, we wish to truncate the signature after a given tensor degree
M to avoid overfitting in learning tasks and due to computational restrictions — recall that the signature is a
generalization of monomials and for the latter this truncation is classical. That is, we denote with S≤M(x) =(
1,
∫
dx, . . . ,
∫
dx⊗M , 0, 0, . . .
)
the truncated signature map and with
ΦM : Pp → T1(V), ΦM = Λ ◦ S≤M
the normalized truncated signature. Similarly, we define
kM(x, y) := 〈ΦM(x),ΦM(y)〉 .
In complete analogy, we define ΦϕM , resp. k
κ
M , as the lifts of state space features ϕ, resp. state space kernel κ, to
pathspace, see Section 5.5 and Section 7.4.
Even if V is finite dimensional, the truncated normalized signature ΦM has up to dim(V)M non-zero coordinates
which makes a direct computation for already moderately high-dimensional V infeasible. On the other hand,
below we show that the kernel kM can be efficiently computed, by adapting the recurivse algorithms in [33]. The
complexity only relies on the cost of evaluating the state space kernel κ and not the dimension of V .
Secondly, we usually do not have access to a full path sample x = (x(t))t∈[0,1], but only a finite samples of its
values, xpi = (x(ti))i for ti in a partition pi = {0 ≤ t1 < · · · ≤ 1} of [0, 1]. This partition pi might even change from
path to path. Hence, in addition to truncation at a fixed degree, we need a kernel kκ,+M on the domain of sequences inX, such the difference ∣∣∣ kκM(x, y) − kκ,+M (xpi, ypi′ )∣∣∣
gets small as the mesh of partitions pi and pi′, mesh pi := maxti∈pi(ti+1 − ti), goes to 0.
We state the following result only for p = 1, but in Appendix G we present very general approximations to
rough paths for any p ≥ 1 with explicit convergence rates. Recall the notation from Definition 5.12.
Proposition 7.10. Let M ≥ 1, (H, κ) a RKHS on X. Let Λ : T1(H) → T1(H) be a tensor normalization arising
from a function ψ as in Corollary A.3. Let kκM be the corresponding normalized kernel.
(1) There exists a bounded, positive definite kernel on the space of sequences in X of arbitrary length,
X+ := ⋃l≥0Xl,
kκ,+M : X+ × X+ → R ,
such that for x, y ∈ C1(X) and partitions pi, pi′ of [0, 1]∣∣∣ kκM(x, y) − kκ,+M (xpi, ypi′ )∣∣∣ ≤ O(∆pix + ∆pi′y + √∆pix + ∆pi′y ) ,
where the proportionality constant does not depend on x, y and
∆pix := ‖x‖1 –vare‖x‖1 –var maxti∈pi ‖x‖1 –var;[ti,ti+1] .
(2) The kernel kκ,+M (x
pi, ypi
′
) can be evaluated in O(|pi||pi′|(c + M) + q) time and O(|pi||pi′| + r) memory, where |pi|
is the number of time points in pi, c is the cost of one evaluation of the kernel κ, and q and r are the total
time and memory costs respectively of a single evaluation of ψ and of finding the unique non-negative root
of a polynomial P(λ) =
∑M
m=0 amλ
2m with a0 ≤ 0 ≤ a1, . . . , aM .
Proof. Point (1) follows from Proposition G.6 by choosing N = 1 therein. Point (2) follows from [33, Alg. 3] and
the remark that running the algorithm allows one to compute the sequence
(‖( Slinear,piM,1 )m(x)‖H⊗m)Mm=0 at no additional
cost (where we used notation from Definition G.4) from which the conclusion follows in the same way as the proof
of Proposition 4.2. 
Remark 7.11. Using low-rank approximations as in [33, Sec. 6.3.2] the computational cost can be reduced to
O((|pi| + |pi′|)(c + M) + q) time and O(|pi| + |pi′| + r) memory.
8. Application: two-sample tests for stochastic processes
We apply our results to the two-sample testing problem
H0 : PX = PY against the alternative H1 : PX , PY .
Here PX ,PY denote the laws of stochastic processes X = (Xt), Y = (Yt).
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8.1. Test statistics. Denote with X = (Xt)t∈[0,1],Y = (Y)t∈[0,1] two independent stochastic process carried on a
probability space (Ω,Σ,P). We are given m resp. n i.i.d. samples from X resp. Y , which we denote with X1, . . . , Xm
resp. Y1, . . . ,Yn. For brevity, we discuss m = n, but the same argument holds for m , n with minor modifications.
A test is a measurable subset R such that the null hypothesis H0 is refuted if (X1, . . . , Xm,Y1, . . . ,Yn) ∈ R. Given
laws (PX , PY ), the probability of falsely rejecting the null is called the type I error, and similarly the probability of
falsely accepting the null is called the type II error. If the type I error can be bounded from above, uniformly over
all P under which X and Y are independent, by a constant α, then we say that the test R is of level α. In the MMD
context, a natural candidate for a test is
R = T−1 ([cα,∞))
where the test statistic T approximates dk(PX , PY ) and the threshold cα is chosen appropriately. The representation
dk(PX , PY )2 = E[k(X, X)] − 2E[k(X,Y)] + E[k(Y,Y)]
can be discretized in several ways to arrive at test statistics; [27, 26] show that
T 2U(X1, . . . , Xm,Y1, . . . ,Ym) : =
1
m(m − 1)
∑
i, j:i, j
k(Xi, X j) − 2mn
∑
i, j
k(Xi,Y j) +
1
n(n − 1)
∑
i, j:i, j
k(Yi,Y j)
is an unbiased estimators for d2k (PX , PY ) that requires O(m
2) computational time and O(m) storage. In [27, 26]
it was shown that rejecting the null if T 2U > cα for cα := 4
√−m−1 logα gives a test of level α. There it was also
pointed out that the choice of threshold is conservative and can be improved by using data-dependent bounds. A
related approach is to simply apply a permutation test, that is, to calculate (or approximate) Tperm := 1(2m)!
∑
pi T piU ,
where T piU := TU(Zpi(1), . . . ,Zpi(m),Zpi(m+1), . . . ,Zpi(2m)) with Zi = Xi for i ≤ m and Zi = Yi−m+1 for i ≥ m + 1, and
where the sum is taken over all (2m)! permutations pi of {1, . . . , 2m}. We then compare Tperm to the actual test
statistic Tobs := TU(X1, . . . , Xm,Y1, . . . ,Ym).
In the experiments below we report both — the empirical distribution of TU under the null and the alternative as
well as the empirical distribution of Tperm and the actual observation Tobs. We refer to the MMD testing literature
for many more details and improvements [47, 27, 26, 45, 31, 16].
8.2. Data. An exhaustive empirical study is beyond the scope of this article, but below we study two elementary
and natural examples from stochastic processes:
Simple random walk vs. path-dependent random walk: Fix w ∈ Z, set X0 = Y0 = 0 ∈ R and define two
sequences (X0, X1, . . . , Xt)
Xs =
s∑
i=1
Is and Ys =

∑s
i=1 Js for s < wZ,∏s−1
i=s−w Ji
where I1, J1, I2, J2, . . . are iid and P(I1 = 1) = P(I1 = −1) = 0.5. That is, X is simple random walk in
one dimension, however, for Y every w-th increment is a deterministic function of the w − 1 preceding
increments. See Figure 1 to see samples from X and Y .
Signal vs. noise: A classical problem in signal processing is to test whether a signal perturbed by noise or just
noise is observed. A common model is
Xt = ft + σξt , and Yt = σξt
with ξ a d-dimensional noise and f ∈ C([0, 1],Rd) is a signal. We used a signal
ft =
(
Ox + r cos(2pikt),Oy + r sin(2pikt)
)
which spins k = 10 times around a circle of radius r = 0.8 with random origin O = (Ox,Oy) ∼ N(0, 25I2)
and perturbed by an iid Gaussian noise ξt ∼ N(0, I2) with volatility σ = 0.5. See Figure 2 to see samples
from X for different values of σ.
We used the same time-discretization, ti = i100 for i = 0, . . . , 100, for all sample paths. This allows us to regard a
path sample (x(ti))i=0,...,100 as vector in R101 and apply as simple baseline the standard MMD of a kernel on R101
(we used the Gaussian kernel). Choosing hyperparameters is a subtle topic in the kernel two-sample test and we use
the usual median heuristic, see [26].
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Figure 1. The process X = (Xt)t=0,...,100 is a simple random walk with X0 = 0, Xt =
∑t
s=0 Is with
Is i.i.d. Bernoulli P(I = −1) = P(I = 1) = 0.5. The plot on the left shows 30 independent samples
from X. The plot on the right shows 30 independent samples from Y where we used w = 3,
that is every third increment is the product of the previous two. This elementary example is not
trivial if w is unknown: while there are clear patterns in Y , the one-dimensional marginals of the
stochastic processes X and Y are the same.
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Figure 2. The process X = (Xt)t=0,0.1,0.2,...,10 is given as Xt = ft + σNt where the “signal” f is
spinning ten times around a circle ft =
(
Ox + r cos(2pit),Oy + r sin(2pit)
)
with random origin
O = (Ox,Oy) ∼ N(0, 25I2) and perturbed by “noise” Nt ∼ N(0, I2). The starting point X0 is
plotted as a filled large circle, the end point X10 as a unfilled large circle. The plot on the left
shows a sample from X with parameters r = 1 and σ = 0.3, the plot on the right shows a sample
from X with r = 1 and σ = 1.0 Note that the process Y = (Yt)t=0,0.1,...,10 is given as Yt = σNt, that
is, Gaussian noise. In our experiments we used σ = 0.5 and r = 0.8.
8.3. Results. We calculated for our two data sets the test statistics T 2U and Tperm for different choices of kernels:
Gauss, signature-Gauss, signature-Euclidean (for the signature kernels we added lags9 and for the hyperparameter
in the Gauss kernel we used the median heuristic). More precisely, for each of the two testing problems, Figures 1
and 2, we repeated the following 103 times: generate m = 50 samples from (X,Y) under H0 (that is X,Y both
simple random walks or both signals) and 50 samples under H1 (that is X a simple random walk resp. signal and Y
a path-dependent random walk resp. pure noise). This yields a histograms for T 2U under H0 and one under H1. A
suitable MMD for the problem should produce a large difference in the support of these empirical distributions.
The results are shown as the first two plots in each row of Figures 3 and 4. Additionally, we generate a histogram of
Tperm (approximated with 250 permutations) by generating 50 samples from (X,Y) under H0, and plot the value of
the actual test statistic Tobs (red); this is the rightmost plot in each row. Finally, we also tested the robustness of our
approach to deal with paths samples of different length; the results are shown in Figure 5. Notable findings are
Gauss kernel: Neither the empirical distribution of the T 2U estimator or the permutation test Tperm picks up any
difference for the random walk experiment. This is not suprising, since testing power generically decreases
9By adding l lags, we mean the map (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x¯1, . . . , x¯n) where x¯i = (xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+l) ∈ Rd+dl for i ≤ n− l and x¯n = (xn, xn, . . . , xn),
x¯n−1 = (xn−1, xn, . . . , xn), x¯n−2 = (xn−2, xn−1, xn, . . . , xn), and so forth. Adding lags is classic in time series analysis, but it comes at the cost of
working in higher dimensional state spaces, i.e. Rd+dl instead of Rd .
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in dimension [43] and the statistical difference between the processes is in the order structure of increments.
It does slightly better for the the signal versus noise experiment where it shows a different location for
T 2U , but the supports have a big overlaps, nevertheless the permutation test places the actual test statistic
slightly outside the 95% quantile.
Euclidean signature kernel: The Euclidean signature kernels picks up a little difference between the empirical
distribution of T 2U for the random walk experiment where the tails under H1 get a bit larger. However, they
still have a big overlap. Similarly, the permutation test does not pick up a difference. On the other, for the
signal vs noise example, this kernel gives very strong results: the support of T 2U under null and alternative
are disjoint.
Gauss signature kernel: This is the only kernel that almost completely separated the support of the test statistic
T 2U under the null and the alternative for the random walk data; furthermore, the permutation test places
the actual test statistic far outside the 95% quantile. Similarly, it gives good results for the signal vs noise
experiment. There it performs slightly worse than the Euclidean signature kernel.
Data dependent threshold: For all three kernels, the simple two-sample test that rejects if T 2U > cα does not reject
the null for a confidence level of 95% in nearly all of the 103 repetitions. Although some kernels show
a clear difference in the histograms, to reject the null with the threshold cα = O(m−0.5), many more than
m = 50 samples would be needed. Already in [26] it was noted that the naive threshold might often be too
conservative and subsequently more sophisticated approaches were developed to optimize the power of
MMD tests which we did not apply here.
Robustness in tick length: When the number of ticks in each observation varies, it is difficult to use kernels for
vector-valued data since the vectors are of different dimensions. On the other hand, signature kernels make
such sequences of different length comparable. As Figure 5 shows, despite losing much of the tick data,
there is enough structure such that the Gauss-signature kernel picks up essentially the same statistical
significance as the corresponding result in Figure 3 that uses no downsampling: the support of T 2U is almost
disjoint under null and alternative and the permutation test places the actual test statistic again outside the
95% quantile.
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(a) The Gauss kernel k(x, y) = exp(−γ‖x − y‖2) with the median heuristic for γ. Here, x ∈ R101 denotes the vector given by
ordering the path observations over time as vector (X0, X1, . . . , X100).
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(b) The signature kernel k+κ,M(x, y) where M = 4, κ is the Euclidean kernel, and 4 lags are used.
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(c) The signature kernel k+κ,M(x, y) where M = 4, κ is the Gauss kernel, and 4 lags are used.
Figure 3. Simple random walk vs path-dependent random walk. We used the random walk
vs path-dependent random walk data, Figure 1. The first two plots on the left in each row show
the empirical density of the unbiased estimator T 2U under H0 and H1. The plots on the right show
the histogram of Tperm (approximated using 250 permutations) and the value of the actual test
statistic TU (red).
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(a) The signature kernel k+κ,M(x, y) where M = 4, κ is the Gauss kernel, and 4 lags are used.
Figure 5. Robustness of path samples of different length We used the random walk vs path-
dependent random walk data, Figure 1. We downsampled each of the paths from 101 ticks
to 80 − 101 ticks by deleting ticks uniformly at random. Despite losing much tick data, the
Gauss-signature kernel picks up a difference between null and alternative.
Remark 8.1. We implement the experiments in Python. For general kernel MMD calculation we use code from the
DS3 summer school course “Representing and comparing probabilities with kernels” provided by H. Strathmann
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(a) The Gaussian kernel k(x, y) = exp(−γ‖x − y‖2) with the median heuristic for γ.
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(c) The signature kernel k+κ,M(x, y) where M = 4, κ is the Euclidean kernel, and 4 lags are used
Figure 4. Signal vs noise. We generated 104 samples from (X,Y) under H0 and under H1 where
the signal X and the noise Y are as specified in Figure 2. The histograms on the left [resp. right]
show the empirical density of the unbiased estimator MMD under H0 [resp. under H1].
.
and D. Sutherland.10 For the signature kernels we used code from [33]. The signature tensor normalization was
performed using a function ψ as in Corollary A.3 of the form
ψ(
√
x) =
x if x ≤ M ,M + M1+a(M−a − x−a)/a if x > M ,
where a,M are constants (chosen as M = 4 and a = 1 in our experiments). Note that ψ is 1-Lipschitz and is bounded
above by M(1 + 1a ). To find the non-negative root of the polynomial P(λ) from part (2) of Proposition 7.10 we used
an optimization of Brent’s method [6, Ch. 3-4] implemented as optimize.brentq in the SciPy package [32].
9. Summary and outlook
We generalized the classical moment map from the domain of random variables in finite dimensions to the domain
of path-valued random variables. This yields a universal and characteristic feature map for stochastic processes,
that can be kernelized, and the associated MMD becomes a metric for laws of stochastic processes that can be
efficiently estimated from finite samples. Let us highlight that our non-parametric approach of studying probability
measures on C([0, 1],X) encompasses a large class of potential examples important to different communities, e.g.
• genuinely discrete sequential data such as text,11
10available at https://github.com/karlnapf/ds3_kernel_testing
11If X is linear, sequences in X embed into paths in X, Xn ↪→ C([0, 1],X), via the Donsker embedding (xi)ni=1 7→(
t 7→ xbntc + (nt − bntc) ∑dntei=1 xi). This pushes measures on sequences to measures on paths and allows to treat genuinely discrete data in
our framework; e.g. for text, X is the free vector space spanned by letters and the path associated with a text (a sequence of letters) is a lattice
path; multi-variate time series are sequences in X = Rd , etc.
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• classical time series such as (G)ARCH, ARMA, etc. as used in econometrics,
• cash register and turnstile streams as studied in the data mining/streaming communities,
• continuous semimartingales such as Itô diffusions as studied in mathematical finance or biology,
• stochastic processes in space and time, e.g. stochastic partial differential equations seen as evolution
equations (ODEs with noise in infinite-dimensional state space),
• barcodes as they arise in topological data analysis [12],
• the evolution of structured, non-Euclidean objects, such as networks, molecules, images, which are typically
studied in machine learning, provided a kernel for the state space X in which they evolve is given.
Of course, the empirical usefulness of our approach in each of these domains needs to be explored and compared
against domain specific state-of-the-art methods; see e.g. [12] where it achieves state-of-the-art performance in
standard datasets from topological data analysis. From a more theoretical perspective, the existence of a universal
and characteristic feature map for stochastic processes opens several research venues; some of them are
(Kernel) mean embeddings: Once a universal resp. characteristic kernel is given, one can directly apply the well-
developed mean embedding literature, see [38] for a recent survey. Among the many possible applications
are goodness-of-fit tests or independence testing on pathspace.
Non-independent observations: We assumed that our path-valued samples are independent. This is a reasonable
assumption for many real-world applications (e.g. each sample is patient data collected over time). An
interesting question is how this assumption can be weakened. For example, often the data consists of a
single trajectory and one would like to understand the structure of such an evolution over different time
intervals.
Statistics in high/infinite dimensions: Non-parametric testing in high dimensions suffers from decreasing test
power [43]. Indeed, the Gauss kernel performed poorly in our experiments, but the normalized signature
kernels performed well. This is not too surprising from a stochastic analysis perspective since iterated
integrals provide a natural basis for functions of paths (e.g. stochastic Taylor or Wiener chaos type
expansions). Finally, we note that signatures are classical in stochastic analysis, but applications in
statistics are much more recent, e.g. [41] use it for SDE parameter estimation and it would be interesting to
connect this with the methods developed in this paper.
Non-commutative algebra and change of basis: Our strongest results are given by first lifting the path to a high-
dimensional space and subsequently computing inner products of signatures using a kernel trick. In a
classification context, the same phenomen was emprically observed in [12, 33] where the Gauss-signature
kernel generically outperforms the Euclidean-signature kernel. As discussed in Section 5.5, the reason for
such an improvement is that more non-linearities are provided. On a more fundamental level, this leads to
algebraic questions about “choosing a basis” of the tensor algebra which is better suited for the distribution
of the data at hand.
(Semi)-parametric statistics: Often it is justified to restrict attention to a class of stochastic processes, e.g. to
(semi)martingales in finance. In such situations, it can be possible to derive bounds on the growth of
the iterated integrals such that the unnormalized expected signature characterizes the law of X, see [15].
Even explicit formulas for the expected signature are known (as for Brownian motion in Example 1.1 or
more generally Lévy processes [20]) or can be described by a PDE [40]. Our results — a universal and
characteristic feature map/kernel giving a computable metric for laws of stochastic processes — then apply
even without using the normalization Λ.
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Appendix A. Normalization estimates
We follow the notation of Section 3. Let V be a Banach space throughout this section.
Lemma A.1. Suppose that λ ≥ 0 and t ∈ T(V) such that δλt ∈ T(V). Then ‖δλt − t‖2 ≤ |‖δλt‖2 − ‖t‖2|.
Proof. We may suppose without loss of generality that λ ≥ 1 (otherwise we swap t with δλt and λ with λ−1). Taking
derivatives in λ¯ at some λ¯ ∈ [1, λ),
d
dλ¯
‖δλ¯t − t‖2 =
∞∑
m=1
2m(λ¯2m−1 − λ¯m−1)‖tm‖2V⊗m ≤
∞∑
m=1
2mλ¯2m−1‖tm‖2V⊗m =
d
dλ¯
‖δλ¯t‖2 ,
where all sums are convergent by the assumption that
∑∞
m=1 λ
2m‖tm‖2 < ∞. Since both derivatives are positive and
the first is bounded above by the second, the conclusion follows. 
Proposition A.2. Let ψ : [1,∞)→ [1,∞) with ψ(1) = 1. For t ∈ T1(V), let λ(t) ≥ 0 denote the unique non-negative
number such that ‖δλ(t)t‖2 = ψ(‖t‖). Define
Λ : T1(V)→ T1(V) ,
: t 7→ δλ(t)t .
Denote further ‖ψ‖∞ = supx≥1 ψ(x).
(i) It holds that Λ takes values in the set {t ∈ T1(V) : ‖t‖ ≤
√‖ψ‖∞}.
(ii) If ψ is injective, then so is Λ.
(iii) Suppose that supx≥1 ψ(x)/x2 ≤ 1, ‖ψ‖∞ < ∞, and that ψ is K-Lipschitz for some K > 0. Then
‖Λ(s) − Λ(t)‖ ≤ (1 + K1/2 + 2‖ψ‖1/2∞ )(‖s − t‖1/2 ∨ ‖s − t‖) .
Proof. (i) is clear by construction. For (ii) suppose that ψ is injective and that Λ(t) = Λ(s). If t = 1, then evidently
s = t. We thus suppose t , 1. By definition of Λ, it holds that s = δλt for some λ ≥ 0. On the other hand, we
also have ψ(‖t‖) = ψ(‖s‖). Since ψ is injective and λ 7→ ‖δλt‖ is strictly increasing, it follows that s = t, which
proves (ii).
For (iii), suppose ‖s − t‖ = . Note that ψ(x) ≤ x2 implies λ(t) ≤ 1, and thus δλ(t) is 1-Lipschitz on T1(V). It
follows that
‖δλ(s)s − δλ(t)t‖ ≤ ‖δλ(t)s − δλ(t)t‖ + ‖δλ(s)s − δλ(t)s‖
≤  + |‖δλ(s)s‖2 − ‖δλ(t)s‖2|1/2
≤  + |ψ(‖s‖) − ψ(‖t‖)|1/2 + |‖δλ(t)t‖2 − ‖δλ(t)s‖2|1/2
≤  + K1/21/2 + 2‖ψ‖1/2∞ 1/2 ,
where in the second line we used Lemma A.1, and in the fourth line we used that ψ is K-Lipschitz and without loss
of generality that λ(t) ≤ λ(s) (so that ‖δλ(t)s‖ ≤ ‖δλ(s)s‖‖ψ‖1/2∞ ). 
Corollary A.3. Let ψ : [1,∞) → [1,∞) be injective satisfying ψ(1) = 1 and the conditions of item (iii) of
Proposition A.2. Then Λ constructed in Proposition A.2 is a tensor normalization.
Appendix B. Tree like paths
For a topological space X and a function x : [0, 1] → X, let ←−x : [0, 1] → X,←−x (t) = x(1 − t) denote the
time-reversal of x. For another function y : [0, 1]→ X, we denote the concatenation of x with y by
x ∗ y : [0, 1]→ X , x ∗ y(t) =
x(2t) if t ∈ [0, 1/2]y(2t − 1) if t ∈ (1/2, 1] .
Note that x ∗ y is a continuous path if x and y are continuous and x(1) = y(0). A function x : [0, 1]→ X is called
tree-like if x is continuous and there exists an R-tree T, a continuous function φ : [0, 1]→ T, and a map ψ : T→ X
such that φ(0) = φ(1) and x = ψ ◦ φ. We say that x and y are tree-like equivalent if x ∗ ←−y is tree-like.
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Appendix C. Feature for geometric rough paths
To define the iterated integrals
∫
dx⊗m using Riemann–Stieltjes–Young integration requires x : [0, 1] → V to
have finite p-variation for some p ∈ [1, 2). In particular, many processes of interest in stochastic analysis fall
outside this scope. The rough paths approach is to flesh out the abstract properties of maps that associate with a
path x over a time interval [s, t], an element of
∏bpc
m=0 V
⊗m such that it “behaves like"
∫
dx⊗m. For a large class of
examples such as semimartingales, Gaussian processes, SPDEs, etc., it is possible to find such maps and ultimately
associate with almost every sample path of a process an element
( ∫
dx⊗m
)
m≥0 ∈
∏
m≥0 V⊗m.
Throughout this appendix, let V be a Banach space. Observe that
∏M
m=0 V
⊗m is an algebra by extending tensor
multiplication linearly(
s0, s1, . . .
)
⊗ (t0, t1, . . .) =
(
s0 ⊗ t0, s0 ⊗ t1 + s1 ⊗ t0, s0 ⊗ t2 + s1 ⊗ t1 + s2 ⊗ t0, . . .
)
,
i.e. for m ≤ M, the V⊗m-coordinate equals ∑mn=0 sm−n ⊗ tn. If x ∈ C1, then the classically defined integrals ∫ dx⊗m
satisfy the so-called Chen’s identity
(12)
(
1,
∫ t
s
dx,
∫ t
s
dx⊗2, . . .
)
⊗
(
1,
∫ u
t
dx,
∫ u
t
dx⊗2, . . .
)
=
(
1,
∫ u
s
dx,
∫ u
s
dx⊗2, . . .
)
,
or simply
x(s, t) ⊗ x(t, u) = x(s, u) ,
where we denote x(s, t) :=
(
1, x1(s, t), x2(s, t), . . .
)
:=
(
1,
∫ t
s dx,
∫ t
s dx
⊗2, . . .
) ∈∏Mm=0 V⊗m.
Definition C.1. Let p ≥ 1. A p-rough path is a continuous map
x = (x0, x1, . . . , xbpc) : [0, 1]2 →
bpc∏
m=0
V⊗m
such that
(a) x is multiplicative i.e. x0 ≡ 1, x(t, t) = (1, 0, . . . , 0), and
(13) x(s, t) ⊗ x(t, u) = x(s, u), ∀(s, t), (t, u) ∈ [0, 1]2,
(b) for all 0 ≤ m ≤ bpc
(14) sup
n≥1
0≤t1≤···≤tn≤1
n−1∑
i=1
‖xm(ti, ti+1)‖p/m < ∞.
A p-rough path x is called geometric if there exists a sequence of smooth rough paths (xn)n≥1 such that xn → x in
p-variation metric.12 We denote by Cp = Cp(V) the space of geometric p-rough paths equipped with p-variation
metric.
If x ∈ C([0, 1],V) and there exists a p-rough path x such that
x1(s, t) = x(t) − x(s), ∀(s, t) ∈ [0, 1]2,
then we call x a p-rough path lift of x.
Property (a) is the abstract version of Chen’s identity (12). Property (b) is natural, since for a bounded variation
path x, i.e. p = 1, we have
sup
n≥1
0≤t1≤···≤tn≤1
n−1∑
i=1
‖xm(ti, ti+1)‖1/m < ∞ where xm(s, t) :=
∫ t
s
dx⊗m,
i.e. integration adds one more degree of regularity.
Note that every x ∈ Cp gives rise to a unique path (which we denote with the same symbol) x : t 7→ x(0, t) with
initial point x(0) = 1. Conversely, property (a) allows us to recover x(s, t) as x(s, t) = x(s)−1 ⊗ x(t). Hence we can
equivalently treat x as a
∏bpc
m=0 V
⊗m-valued path.
Remark C.2.
• In the case V = Rd, a p-rough path satisfies the shuffle identity (11) if it is geometric (and the converse is
almost true, see [23, Sec. 9.2]).
• While we work here only with continuous paths, which is the usual setting for rough paths theory, we note
that meaningful extensions exist to the discontinuous setting [14, 11, 20, 49, 24].
12See [36, Eq. (3.70)] for the definition of the p-variation metric; for brevity, we do not give a definition here, particularly because its
explicit form plays no role in the sequel.
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Many stochastic processes of interest admit lifts to geometric p-rough paths (for a.e. sample trajectory).
Example C.3.
(1) Bounded variation paths. For p = 1, we recover the setting of Section 5 since every x ∈ C1 is a 1-rough
path by identifying
∏1
m=0 V
⊗m with V.
(2) (Semi)martingales. With 2 < p < 3 we cover continuous (semi)martingale theory: every continuous
semimartingale X : [0, 1]→ Rd is of bounded p-variation for any p > 2. Stochastic (Itô or Stratonovich)
integration can be used to the define the first 2 = bpc iterated integrals
X(s, t) =
(
1,
∫ t
s
dX,
∫ t
s
dX⊗2
)
.
One can verify that (13) and (14) hold almost surely, hence X is a p-rough path. Moreover, if Stratonovich
integration is used, then X is geometric.
(3) Gaussian processes. Many Gaussian processes admit canonical lifts to geometric p-rough paths. A simple
criterion for such a lift to exist can be given in terms of the covariance function [17, 23, 22], which in
particular covers fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter H > 1/4.
(4) Markov processes. Likewise, many Markov processes admit canonical lifts to geometric p-rough paths
(typically 2 < p < 3). These include diffusions on fractals and Markov processes arising from uniformly
elliptic Dirichlet forms [1, 34, 21, 13]. Such processes are typically not semimartingales and thus fall
outside the scope of Itô–Stratonovich calculus.
Remark C.4. Branched rough paths [28] are a generalization of geometric rough paths for which the chain rule
is not required to hold. Such considerations arise naturally when dealing with Itô-type calculus [29] or certain
renormalization procedures [7]. We indicate in Appendix D how our considerations extend to this setting.
C.1. Ordered moments for rough paths. A key result of Lyons [35] is that the signature map S defined by (8)
extends to the space of p-rough paths: for any x ∈ Cp, the integrals ∫ dx⊗m are canonically defined for all m > bpc.
Moreover, S is injective on Cp up to tree-like equivalence [4]. We summarise these results in the following extension
of Theorem 5.3.
Theorem C.5. Let p ≥ 1. There exists a map S : Cp → T1(V), S(x) = (1,S1(x),S2(x), . . .) such that Sm(x) =
xm(0, 1) for all m = 0, . . . , bpc. Furthermore, if x, y ∈ Cp, then S(x) = S(y) if and only if x ∗ ←−y is tree-like.
Example C.6.
• Let x ∈ C1. Then S(x) ∈ T(V) defined by (8) agrees with S(x) in Theorem C.5.
• Let X = (X(t))t∈[0,1] be a continuous semimartingale in Rd with geometric p-rough path lift X =(
1,X1,X2
)
≡
(
1,
∫
dX,
∫
dX⊗2
)
as in part (2) of Example C.3. Then
S(X) =
(
1,
∫ 1
0
dX,
∫ 1
0
dX⊗2,
∫ 1
0
dX⊗3, . . .
)
∈ T1(Rd),
where the stochastic integrals are taken in the Stratonovich sense.
Theorem C.5 suggests the following generalization of Definition 5.5.
Definition C.7. For x, y ∈ Cp we write x ∼t y if x∗←−y is tree-like. We define the space of unparameterised geometric
p-rough paths Pp as the set of equivalence classes Cp/ ∼t equipped with the quotient topology.
C.2. Time parameterization. As in the bounded variation setting of Section 5.3, we can make the map S variant
to the parameterization of time by adding a time component. For any x ∈ Cp(V), there is a canonical p-rough
path lift of t 7→ (x1(t), t), denoted by x ∈ Cp(V ⊕ R), and which extends x in the sense that 〈`, xm〉 = 〈`, xm〉 for all
m = 0, . . . , bpc and ` ∈ (V⊗m)′, see [36, Sec. 3.3.3]. It clearly holds that x ∼t y if and only if x = y.
C.3. MMD for measures on rough paths. We conclude this section with the proof of item (4) of Theorem 7.7.
Let notation be as in Section 7.3 and Theorem 7.7.
Proposition C.8. Let p ≥ 1. Then
(1) there exist probability measures µn, µ, on Pp such that dk(µn, µ)→ 0 but such that µn does not converge
weakly to µ,
(2) if H is finite dimensional, weak convergence of probability measures on Pp implies convergence in dk.
The same statements hold with Pp replaced by Cp.
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Proof. (1) Let p < p′ < bpc + 1. Consider x ∈ Pp and a sequence xn ∈ Pp such that xn does not converge to
x as elements of of Pp but such that xn → x as elements of Pp′ , i.e., in the p′-variation metric (it is a simple
exercise to construct such a sequence for any x ∈ Pp). Due to continuity of Φ : Pp′ → T(H), we conclude that
‖Φ(xn) − Φ(x)‖ → 0. In particular, for the corresponding Dirac delta measures, we have
dk(δxn , δx) = sup
t∈T(H),‖t‖≤1
|〈t,Φ(xn)〉 − |〈t,Φ(x)〉| → 0.
However, due to the assumption that xn does not converge to x in Pp, it holds that δxn does not converge weakly to
δx as probability measures on Pp.
(2) Let µ and µn be probability measures on Pp such that µn → µ weakly. Observe that
dk(µn, µ)2 = sup
t∈T(H),‖t‖≤1
∣∣∣∣ ∫
Pp
〈t,Φ(x)〉µn(dx) −
∫
Pp
〈t,Φ(x)〉µ(dx)
∣∣∣∣2
=
∥∥∥∥ ∫
Pp
Φ(x)µn(dx) −
∫
Pp
Φ(x)µ(dx)
∥∥∥∥2
T(H)
=
∑
m≥0
∥∥∥∥ ∫
Pp
λ(S(x))m Sm(x)µn(x) −
∫
Pp
λ(S(x))m Sm(x)µ(x)
∥∥∥∥2
H⊗m
.
Note that for every m ≥ 0, x 7→ λ(S(x))m Sm(x) is a continuous bounded function from Pp into the finite dimensional
vector space H⊗m. It follows from the weak convergence µn → µ that the final quantity converges to zero as n→ ∞,
which proves (2).
The corresponding claims for Cp follow in an identical manner. 
Appendix D. Branched rough paths
The purpose of this appendix is to demonstrate how the abstract results of Section 6 carry over to the setting of
branched rough paths [28]. Branched rough paths generalise geometric rough paths in that they allow a violation of
the usual chain rule. In particular, Brownian motion with Itô calculus falls naturally into this framework.
We present the definition and properties of finite-dimensional rough paths; see [29, 7] for further details and [9]
for a treatment of infinite-dimensional branched rough paths. Let B denote the set of rooted, combinatorial trees
with node labels from the set {1, . . . , d}, and F denote the set of all unordered finite collections of elements of B.
We call elements of F forests. We denote by 1 the empty forest in F (note that 1 < B). Every element in τ ∈ B can
be written in a unique way as τ = [τ1 . . . τn]i, where τ1 . . . τn ∈ F and i ∈ {1, . . . , d} denotes the label of the root of
τ. Note that the possibility n = 0 is allowed, in which case τ1 . . . τn = 1 and τ = [1]i is simply the single labelled
node •i.
Definition D.1. For τ ∈ F , let |τ| denote the number of nodes in τ. For p ≥ 1, let F bpc denote the set of all τ ∈ F
for which |τ| ≤ p. LetH bpc denote the linear span over R of F bpc equipped with the inner product 〈·, ·〉 for which
F bpc forms an orthonormal basis.
A branched p-rough path is a map x : [0, 1]2 → H bpc, which satisfies the algebraic conditions for all
s, t, u ∈ [0, 1]
(1) x(t, t) = 1 and 〈x(s, t), 1〉 = 1,
(2) 〈x(s, t), τ1 . . . τn〉 = 〈x(s, t), τ1〉 . . . 〈x(s, t), τn〉,
(3) x(s, u) = x(s, t) ? x(t, u), where ? is the Grossman–Larson product,
and the analytic condition
(15) ∀τ ∈ F bpc, sup
0≤n
0≤t1≤···≤tn≤1
n−1∑
i=1
|〈x(ti, ti+1), τ〉|p/|τ| < ∞.
Let Yp denote the space of branched p-rough paths.
Example D.2. Every path x ∈ C1(Rd) can be viewed canonically as a branched p-rough path x for any p ≥ 1 as
follows. We define 〈x(s, t), τ〉 recursively for τ = [τ1 . . . τn]i ∈ B by
(16) 〈x(s, t), [τ1 . . . τn]i〉 =
∫ t
s
〈x(s, u), τ1 . . . τn〉dxi(u) , ∀s, t ∈ [0, 1] ,
with the base case 〈x(s, t), 1〉 = 1, and enforcing property (2). This procedure defines 〈x(s, t), τ〉 uniquely for every
τ ∈ F . For example,
〈x(s, t), •i〉 =
∫ t
s
1dxi(u) = xi(t) − xi(s).
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More generally, a “ladder” tree of the form
(17) τ = [. . . [[•i1 ]i2 ] . . .]im
encodes part of the m-th ordered moment (iterated integral) of x in the interval [s, t]
〈x(s, t), τ〉 =
∫
s≤t1≤...≤tm≤t
dxi1 (t1) . . . dxim (tm) .
The multiplicative property (3) follows from Fubini’s theorem, and the bound (15) for every p ≥ 1 is elementary.
Remark D.3. Definition D.1 generalizes the space of geometric rough path Cp(Rd). Indeed, there is a canonical
algebra embedding of (T(Rd),⊗) into the Grossman–Larson algebra of forests (H , ?) under which every geometric
rough path is mapped to a branched rough path. See [7] for details.
Example D.4. Let X : [0, 1] → Rd be a semi-martingale and p > 2. For τ ∈ F bpc and s ∈ [0, 1], define the
R-valued semi-martingale 〈X(s, ·), τ〉 : [s, 1] → R by properties (1) and (2), and the identity (16) where the
integral is taken in the sense of Itô. Then X : [0, 1]2 → H bpc is a.s. a branched p-rough path which in general is
non-geometric.
D.1. Ordered moments for branched rough paths. An important property of branched rough paths is an
analogue of Theorem C.5. LetH∗ denote the vector space of formal series in forests.
Theorem D.5. Let p ≥ 1. There exists a map S : Yp → H∗, such that 〈S(x), τ〉 = 〈x(0, 1), τ〉 for all τ ∈ F bpc.
Furthermore, if x, y ∈ Yp, then S(x) = S(y) if and only if x ∗ ←−y is tree-like.
As before, the map S is called the signature map and its construction follows from the sewing lemma [28].
See [3, Thm. 5.1] for the second statement of Theorem D.5.
As in Section 6, it is possible to construct a universal feature for unparameterized branched rough paths. To
avoid introducing normalizations and addition of time-components, we state the following version of Corollary 6.2.
See [3, Prop. 5.16] for exact details.
Corollary D.6. Let µ1, µ2 be finite Borel measures on Yp. Suppose further that µ1[〈S(·), τ〉] decays sufficiently fast
as |τ| → ∞. Then
µ1 = µ2 up to tree-like equivalence iff µ1
[〈S(·), τ〉] = µ2[〈S(·), τ〉] ∀τ ∈ F .
D.2. Efficient computation. In this subsection, we demonstrate an inner product on branched rough path signa-
tures which can be recursively computed using a Horner-type scheme. This result can be seen as a branched rough
path analogue of [33, Thm. 2]. For notational simplicity, we consider the one-dimensional case Rd = R (so we may
ignore labels on nodes).
For a forest τ ∈ F , define its depth d(τ) inductively as d(1) := 0, d(τ1 . . . τn) = max{d(τ1), . . . , d(τn)}, and
d([τ1 . . . τn]i) = 1 + max{d(τ1), . . . , d(τn)} .
Consider two paths x, y ∈ C1(R) with corresponding branched 1-rough paths x, y ∈ Y1 defined as in Example D.2.
For an integer M ≥ 0, the inner product we consider is
(18) 〈S(x),S(y)〉M :=
∑
τ∈F
d(τ)≤M
c(τ)〈S(x), τ〉〈S(y), τ〉 ,
where c(τ) is a combinatorial factor to be chosen later.
Proposition D.7. There exits a choice of constants c(τ) for every τ ∈ F such that for every M ≥ 0 and x, y ∈ C1(R),
it holds that
〈S(x)s,t,S(y)s,t〉M = exp
[ ∫
(u,v)∈[s,t]2
〈S(x)s,u,S(y)s,v〉M−1dx(s, u)dy(s, v)
]
,
where S(x)s,t denotes the image under S of the restriction of x to [s, t] ⊂ [0, 1].
Proof. We proceed by induction. The base case M = 0 holds trivially with c(1) := 1. For the inductive step, we
have
exp
[ ∫
(u,v)∈[s,t]2
〈S(x)s,u,S(y)s,v〉M−1dx(s, u)dy(s, v)
]
= exp
[ ∫
(u,v)∈[s,t]2
[〈S(x)s,u,S(y)(s, v)〉M−2 + 〈S(x)s,u,S(y)(s, v)〉=M−1]dx(s, u)dy(s, v)]
= 〈S(x)s,t,S(y)s,t〉M−1 exp
[ ∫
(u,v)∈[s,t]2
〈S(x)s,u,S(y)s,v〉=M−1dx(s, u)dy(s, v)
]
,
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where 〈S(x)s,u,S(y)s,v〉=M−1 is defined as in (18) but with the sum restricted to d(τ) = M − 1, and where we
have used the inductive hypothesis in the final equality. Using the identity
∫
s≤u≤t〈S(x)s,u, τ1 . . . τn〉dx(s, u) =〈S(x)s,t, [τ1, . . . , τn]〉, we obtain
exp
[ ∫
(u,v)∈[s,t]2
〈S(x)s,u,S(y)s,v〉=M−1dx(s, u)dy(s, v)
]
=
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
( ∑
τ∈F
d(τ)=M−1
c(τ)〈S(x)s,t, [τ]〉〈S(y)s,t, [τ]〉
)k
.
Observe that for every forest τ¯ ∈ F with depth d(τ¯) = M, the term 〈S(x)s,t, τ¯〉〈S(y)s,t, τ¯〉 appears once in the
following expression (with some combinatorial factor):
(19) 〈S(x)s,t,S(y)s,t〉M−1
∞∑
k=1
1
k!
( ∑
τ∈F
d(τ)=M−1
c(τ)〈S(x)s,t, [τ]〉〈S(y)s,t, [τ]〉
)k
.
It follows that, having chosen c(τ) for all d(τ) ≤ M − 1, there exists a choice for c(τ¯) for each d(τ¯) = M such
that (19) coincides with 〈S(x)s,t,S(y)s,t〉=M . The conclusion follows by noting that
〈S(x)s,t,S(y)s,t〉M = 〈S(x)s,t,S(y)s,t〉M−1 + 〈S(x)s,t,S(y)s,t〉=M .

Appendix E. Kernel background
Throughout this appendix, we fix a topological space X, an inner product space (E, 〈·, ·〉E) and feature map
Φ : X → E. For x ∈ X, we define the kernel function kx ∈ RX by kx(y) := k(x, y), where k(x, y) := 〈Φ(x),Φ(y)〉.
Consider the subspace
H0 := span{kx : x ∈ X} ⊂ RX
equipped with the inner product defined by 〈kx, ky〉H0 := k(x, y). We first recall the following theorem of Moore–
Aronszajn.
Theorem E.1 (Moore–Aronszajn). There exits a unique Hilbert spaceH ⊂ RX with k as the reproducing kernel.
Moreover,H0 is dense inH .
The following theorem clarifies the relation to our original feature map x 7→ Φ(x) and x 7→ kx and shows how to
constructH as a subspace of (the completion of) E.
Theorem E.2.
(1) There exists a unique linear map Ψ : H0 → E such that the following diagram commutes:
X H0
E .
x→kx
Φ
Ψ
(2) The map Ψ is injective and is an isometry onto its image.
(3) Denote by x 7→ x′ the canonical map E → E′ which identifies E with (a subspace of) E′. Then
ı(Φ(x)′) = kx
and the following diagram commutes:
X H0 RX
E E′ .
x 7→kx
Φ
Ψ
id
x 7→x′
ı
(4) The image ofH0 in E′ under h 7→ Ψ(h)′ is a dense subspace of Ker(ı)⊥.
Proof. For Point (1), existence and uniqueness of Ψ follows from the observation that if
∑
aikxi ≡ 0, then∑
ai〈Φ(xi),Φ(y)〉 = 0 for all y ∈ X, and thus ∑ aiΦ(xi) is an element of both Φ(X)⊥ and span [Φ(X)], and thus must
be zero. For Point (2), note that Ψ(
∑
aikxi ) = 0 is equivalent to
∑
aiΦ(xi) = 0, so that∑
ai〈Φ(xi),Φ(y)〉 =
∑
aikxi (y) = 0, ∀y ∈ X.
It follows that Ψ is injective. The fact that Ψ is an isometry follows from Point (1). Point (3) follows immediately
since for all x, y ∈ X
ı(Φ(x)′)(y) = Φ(x)′ ◦ Φ(y) = 〈Φ(x),Φ(y)〉 = k(x, y) = kx(y).
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For Point (4), we define for any subset F ⊂ E the set F◦ := { f ′ ∈ E′ | f ′( f ) = 0,∀ f ∈ F}. Now Ker(ı) consists of
all z ∈ E′ such that z′(Φ(x)) = 0 for all x ∈ X, so that Ker(ı) = Φ(X)◦ ⊂ E′. Since span [Φ(X)] = Ψ(H0), it follows
that Ker(ı) = Ψ(H0)◦. The conclusion now follows from the fact that for any subspace F ⊂ E, the image of F under
x 7→ x′ is dense in (F◦)⊥. 
Proposition E.3. Suppose F ⊂ RX is a locally convex TVS and that H0 continuously embeds into F . Then the
map ı : E′ → RX given by (5) maps E′ continuously into F . Furthermore
• Φ is universal to F iff the kernel k is universal to F ,
• Φ is characteristic to F ′ iff the kernel k is characteristic to F ′.
Proof. S Substituting F by its completion if necessary, we may assume F is complete. Write F0 := Ψ(H0)′ ⊂ E′
and let F ⊂ E′ denote the closure of F0 in E′. By Point (3) of Theorem E.2, it holds that
(20) id(H0) = ı(F0) ⊂ F ,
so by the assumption that id : H0 ↪→ F is continuous, the restriction ı|F0 : F0 → F is continuous. By definition of
ı, it is easy to see that the restriction ı|F agrees with the unique continuous extension of ı|F0 to F. Hence ı |F : F → F
is continuous. We now write E′ = F ⊕ F⊥. By Point (4) of Theorem E.2, we have F = Ker(ı)⊥.
Note that Ker(ı) is closed in the weak topology of E′, and thus, a fortiori, under the strong (norm) topology.
Indeed, if `n → ` pointwise in E′, then for all x ∈ X, limn→∞ `n(Φ(x)) = `(Φ(x)). In particular, if `n ∈ Ker(ı) for all
n ≥ 1, then ` ∈ Ker(ı).
As a consequence, it holds that Ker(ı) = F⊥, and thus
(21) E′ = F ⊕ Ker(ı),
from which the continuity of ı : E′ → F follows.
Finally, by (21) and the continuity of ı, the closures in F of ı(F0) and ı(E′) coincide. Combining with (20),
it holds that ı(E′) is dense in F iff id(H0) is dense in F , from which the first equivalence follows. The second
equivalence now follows from Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 7.2. 
Appendix F. Proof of Proposition 7.6
We continue the proof of Proposition 7.6 started in Section 7.2.
Claim 1. It holds that Φ maps X continuously into the unit sphere of E.
Proof. For every x ∈ X, we have ‖Φ(x)‖2E =
∑
q∈Q | fq(x)|2 = ∑q∈Q w(q)2 = 1. To show that Φ is continuous, let
ym → y ∈ X as y→ ∞. Then
‖Φ(y) − Φ(ym)‖2E =
∑
q∈Q
w(q)2
∣∣∣∣ exp (i〈∑
n
qnxn, y〉
)
− exp
(
i〈
∑
n
qnxn, ym〉
)∣∣∣∣2 ,
which converges to zero as m→ ∞ since w is square summable and limm→∞〈∑n qnxn, ym〉 = 〈∑n qnxn, y〉 for every
fixed q ∈ Q. 
Claim 2. The map ı : E′ = E → CX given by (5) maps E continuously and densely into F . In particular, Φ is
universal to F .
Proof. Let E0 denote the dense subspace of E consisting of function which eventually vanish. The image of f ∈ E0
under ı is precisely
〈Φ(·), f 〉E =
∑
q∈Q
fq(·) f (q),
hence ı manifestly maps E0 surjectively onto F0. Moreover, since Φ maps X into the unit sphere of E, it follows by
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality that
|ı( f )|∞ = sup
x∈X
|〈Φ(x), f 〉E | ≤ | f |E .
Hence ı : E0 → F0 is continuous (even of unit norm). It readily follows that ı : E → F is continuous and dense. 
The kernel k associated to Φ is given by
k : X × X → C, k(x, y) = 〈Φ(x),Φ(y)〉E =
∑
q∈Q
fq(x) fq(y) =
∑
q∈Q
w(q)2 exp
(
i〈
∑
n
qnxn, x − y〉X
)
.
Following the construction in Section 7.1, H0 := span (kx | x ∈ X) can be identified with a subspace of E. The
induced inner product takes the form 〈kx, ky〉H0 = k(x, y).
By Claim 2, Point (3) of Theorem E.2, and first equivalence in Proposition E.3, we see thatH0 is a subspace of
F and the embedding ι : H0 ↪→ F mapsH0 continuously and densely into F . In particular k is characteristic to
F ′, which concludes the proof of Point (1).
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Claim 3. The space of probability measures on X embeds injectively into F ′.
Proof. Clearly every probability measure on X is an element of F ′. It remains to show that if µ( f ) = ν( f ) for all
f ∈ F , then µ = ν.
Observe that f¯q = w(q) f−q/w(−q) and fq fr = w(q)w(r) fq+r/w(q + r). It follows that F0 is closed under
multiplication and complex conjugation. We now claim that F0 separates points. Indeed, for some x, y ∈ X, suppose
that fq(x) = fq(y) for all q ∈ Q. This is equivalent to
exp
(
i〈
∑
k
qk xk, x〉X
)
= exp
(
i〈
∑
k
qk xk, y〉X
)
, ∀q ∈ Q,
from which it follows that x = y. The conclusion now follows by Stone-Weierstrass and a compactification
argument (see, e.g., Theorem 2.6 or [5, Ex. 7.14.79]). 
Point (2) now follows from Claim 3. In particular, k is characteristic to probability measures on X. Finally, we
have the following claim which proves Point (3) and concludes the proof of Proposition 7.6.
For a probability measures µ on X, let Φk(µ) be the unique element inH for which µ(h) = 〈h,Φk(µ)〉H (note
that Φk(µ) clearly exists since µ is a continuous linear functional onH via the map ι : H → F ).
Claim 4. The distance dk(µ, ν) := |Φk(µ) −Φk(ν)|H does not metrize the weak topology on probability measures on
X.
Proof. For x ∈ X, consider the Dirac delta probability measures δx. Then for h = ∑ ankyn ∈ H0, it holds that
δx(h) = h(x) =
∑
ank(yn, x) = 〈h, kx〉,
from which it follows that Φk(δx) = kx ∈ H0. For the orthonormal basis x1, x2, . . ., consider the sequence of
probability measures δx1 , δx2 , . . .. It holds that
|kxn − k0|2H = 2 − 2< [k(xn, 0)]
= 2 − 2<
[∑
q∈Q
eiqn w(q)2
]
≤ 2
∑
q∈Qn
w(q)2,
where Qn ⊂ Q is the subset of all q = (q1, q2, . . .) for which qn , 0. However, by construction of Q and the
square-summability of w, we see that
∑
q∈Qn w(q)
2 → 0 as n→ ∞. It follows that
lim
n→∞ dk(δxn , δ0) = 0.
However, it clearly holds that the sequence of probability measures (δxn )n≥1 does not converge weakly to δ0 (and is
not even tight). 
Appendix G. Computation: truncation and discretization
Following the discussion in Section 7.5, in practice we usually work with the truncated space
∏M
m=0 V
⊗m rather
than the full space T(V). Furthermore, we usually only have access to a finite collection of time points (x(t))t∈pi
for some partition pi. The purpose of this appendix is to collect explicit convergence results for the corresponding
normalized signature feature map and kernel. We first provide an approximation scheme for geometric p-rough
paths and then an alternative scheme for the special case of bounded variation paths.
In what follows, let ψ : [1,∞) → [1,∞) be a function with ψ(1) = 1 satisfying the conditions of item (iii) of
Proposition A.2 and Λ : T1(V)→ T1(V) the corresponding map.
Definition G.1. Let V be a Banach space, p ≥ 1, x ∈ Cp, and N ≥ bpc. Define SN(x) as the canonical projection
of S(x) ∈ T(V) to ∏Nm=0 V⊗m.
Further let M ≥ N and pi = {0 = t0 < . . . < tn = 1} a partition of [0, 1]. Define13 SN,i(x) := SN (x|[ti−1,ti]) and
SpiM,N(x) := SN,1(x) ⊗ . . . ⊗ SN,n(x) ∈
M∏
m=0
V⊗m,
where we identify SN,i(x) canonically as an element of
∏M
m=0 V
⊗m and recall the product ⊗ on ∏Mm=0 V⊗m from
Appendix C. Further, define
ΦpiM,N : Cp →
M∏
m=0
V⊗m , ΦpiM,N(x) := Λ ◦ SpiM,N(x) .
13We introduced S in Theorem C.5 for paths parameterized by [0, 1], but since Theorem C.5 implies parameterization invariance of S, we
can canonically replace [0, 1] with an arbitrary interval [ti−1, ti].
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where we canonically identified
∏M
m=0 V
⊗m as a subspace of T(V) via (t0, . . . , tM) 7→ (t0, . . . , tM , 0, . . .) which is
closed under the dilation map δλ so that Λ ◦ SpiM,N(x) is well-defined as an element of
∏M
m=0 V
⊗m.
Remark G.2. SpiM,N(x) is the level-N Euler scheme of a linear rough differential equation (RDE) in
∏M
m=0 V
⊗m
driven by x. In particular, setting N = 1 yields the approximations discussed in [33, Sec. 4.1].
Proposition G.3. Let V = Rd equipped with an inner product, p ≥ 1, and M ≥ N ≥ bpc.
(1) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for any x ∈ Cp(Rd) and any partition pi of [0, 1] for which
‖xpi‖0,p –var := maxti∈pi ‖x‖p –var;[ti−1,ti] ≤ 1, it holds that
‖SpiM,N(x) − SM(x)‖ ≤ C
(‖x‖p+2p –var ∨ ‖x‖p+2Mp –var )‖xpi‖N+1−p0,p –var .
(2) Let K := ‖ψ‖1/2∞ (1 + K1/2 + 2‖ψ‖1/2∞ ). Let y ∈ Cp(Rd) and pi′ another partition of [0, 1]. Recall the kernel
kM(x, y) from Section 7.5. Then∣∣∣ kM(x, y) − 〈ΦpiM,N(x),Φpi′M,N(y)〉∣∣∣ ≤ K(‖SpiM,N(x) − SM(x)‖1/2 ∨ ‖SpiM,N(x) − SM(x)‖
+‖SpiM,N(y) − SM(y)‖1/2 ∨ ‖SpiM,N(y) − SM(y)‖
)
.
Proof. Note that (2) follows from items (i) and (iii) of Proposition A.2 and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. It
remains to show (1). Since the case M = bpc is trivial, we may suppose M > bpc. Denoting pi = {0 = t0 < . . . <
tn = 1}, we note that by Chen’s identity, SM = SM,1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ SM,n (where we drop the reference to x). Applying a
telescoping sum and sub-multiplicativity of the norm ‖ · ‖ on ∏Mm=0 (Rd)⊗m, we obtain
‖SM,N −SM ‖ ≤
n∑
i=1
‖SN,1 . . . SN,i−1 ‖ ‖SN,i −SM,i ‖ ‖SM,i+1 . . . SM,n ‖ .
Denoting ω(s, t) := ‖x‖pp –var;[s,t] and . a bound with proportionality constant independent of x and pi, we have for
all i = 1, . . . , n
‖SN,i −SM,i ‖ . ω(ti−1, ti)(N+1)/p ∨ ω(ti−1, ti)M/p ,
‖SM,i+1 . . . SM,n ‖ . ω(0, 1)1/p ∨ ω(0, 1)M/p ,
‖SN,1 . . . SN,i−1 ‖ . ω(0, 1)1/p ∨ ω(0, 1)M/p
(the first two bounds are obvious, while the last follows from [14, Lem. 4.16] applied to the homogeneous group
{t ∈∏Mm=0 Rd⊗m : t0 = 1}). Using the assumption ‖xpi‖0,p –var ≤ 1 and super-additivity of ω(N+1)/p, it follows that
‖SM,N(x) − SM(x)‖ .
(
ω(0, 1)2/p ∨ ω(0, 1)2M/p
) n∑
i=1
ω(ti−1, ti)(N+1)/p
≤ (‖x‖p+2p –var ∨ ‖x‖p+2Mp –var )‖xpi‖N+1−p0,p –var ,
which proves (1). 
We state now a variant of Proposition G.3 in the case p = 1, which is essentially contained in [33]. The point
here is the explicit error bounds (independent of V,M,N) obtained by exploiting the bounded variation nature of
the paths.
Definition G.4. Let V be a Banach space, M ≥ N ≥ 1, x ∈ C([0, 1],V), and pi = {0 = t0 < · · · < tn = 1} a partition
of [0, 1]. Define
Slinear,piM,N (x) :=
(
(x(t1) − x(t0))⊗m
m!
)N
m=0
⊗ . . . ⊗
(
(x(tn) − x(tn−1))⊗m
m!
)N
m=0
∈
M∏
m=0
V⊗m,
where we identify
(
(x(ti) − x(ti−1))⊗m/m!)Nm=0 canonically with an element of ∏Mm=0 V⊗m. Further, define
Φ
linear,pi
M,N (x) := Λ ◦ Slinear,piM,N (x)
Remark G.5. The tensor Slinear,piM,N (x) is the level-N Euler approximation of the level-M signature of the piecewise
linear interpolation of x along the partition pi; this is precisely the approximation discussed in [33, Appx. B]. In
particular, Slinear,piM,1 (x) = S
pi
M,1(x), while S
linear,pi
M,M (x) is the full level-M signature of the piecewise linear interpolation.
If x admits a lift x ∈ Cp, then, in contrast to ΦpiM,N , we do not in general expect an (asymptotic) improvement in
the approximation ΦM(x) ≈ Φlinear,piM,N from larger values of N. This is due to the fact that Slinear,piM,N ignores the higher
order iterated integrals of x (in fact, without additional information on x, we cannot expect Φlinear,piM,N to converge as
the mesh of pi tends to zero). However, we still obtain the following convergence result for bounded variation paths.
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Proposition G.6. Let V be a Hilbert space, x ∈ C1(V), and pi a partition of [0, 1].
(1) For all N = 1, . . . ,M it holds that
‖Slinear,piM,N (x) − SM(x)‖ ≤ ‖x‖1 –vare‖x‖1 –var‖xpi‖0,1 –var ,
where ‖xpi‖0,1 –var := maxti∈pi ‖x‖1 –var;[ti−1,ti].
(2) Let K := ‖ψ‖1/2∞ (1 + K1/2 + 2‖ψ‖1/2∞ ). If y ∈ C1(V) and pi′ is another partition of [0, 1], then for all
N = 1, . . . ,M∣∣∣kM(x, y) − 〈Φlinear,piM,N (x),Φlinear,piM,N (y)〉∣∣∣ ≤ K(‖Slinear,piM,N (x) − SM(x)‖1/2 ∨ ‖Slinear,piM,N (x) − SM(x)‖
+‖Slinear,piM,N (y) − SM(y)‖1/2 ∨ ‖Slinear,piM,N (y) − SM(y)‖
)
.
Proof. Point (1) for N = 1 is a restatement of [33, Cor. 4.3], while the case 2 ≤ N ≤ M follows from the same
proof given in [33, Appx. A]. Point (2) follows from items (i) and (iii) of Proposition A.2 as in the proof of
Proposition G.3. 
Remark G.7. Note that choosing large N ≥ 2 does not confer benefit for the approximation Slinear,piM,N (x) ≈ SM(x).
However large values of N lead to “more geometric” approximations (with N = M being genuinely geometric
since Slinear,piM,M is the signature of a bounded variation path).
Remark G.8. Given as input the quantities
{〈x(ti−1) − x(ti), y(t′i′−1) − y(t′i′ )〉 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ i′ ≤ n′} ,
one can compute 〈Slinear,piM,N (x),Slinear,piM,N (y)〉∏Mm=0 V⊗m using O(N2Mnn′) operations and using O(N2nn′) memory, see [33,
Alg. 6].
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